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i

“The study or report was prepared by Jacobs Consultancy Ltd. (“Jacobs”) for the sole benefit and use of Client and
members of the Consortium. Jacobs and its affiliates shall have no liability whatsoever to any other parties for
any defect, deficiency, error, or omission in any statement contained in or in any way related to the study or
report or any related documents. Neither Jacobs nor any person acting on Jacobs’ behalf makes any warranty,
express or implied, or assumes any liability to any parties other than Client and members of the Consortium with
respect to use or reliance on any information, technology or methods disclosed or discussed in the study or
report. Any forecasts, estimates, projections, opinions or conclusions reached in the study or report are
dependent upon numerous technical and economic conditions over which Jacobs has no control and which are or
may not occur. Reliance upon such opinions or conclusions by any person or entity other than Client and
members of the Consortium is at the sole risk of the person relying thereon.”
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Introduction

1.1

Overview

This document is a Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP) for Early Power Limited (EPL) that
sets out the approach to stakeholder and community consultation and disclosure for the
lifecycle of the EPL Bridge Power Project (“the project”).
This SEP has been developed in order to document the stakeholder engagement approach and
procedures for the project.
The objectives of this SEP are to:


Identify the local legal framework of consultation activities and disclosure requirements,
particularly in respect of those public consultation activities that are directly required under
the local permitting process;



Identify potential stakeholders in the area of influence, as well as relevant interested parties
such as government agencies and other key stakeholders;



Record all consultation activities, including those prior to the commencement of the
environmental and social impact assessment (ESIA) process;



Describe how concerns or grievances will be handled;



Provide an action plan for further consultation during preparation, construction and
operational phases of the project, including details on appropriate formats for effective and
culturally meaningful interaction with the community and relevant stakeholders; and



Provide a disclosure plan, including the identification of any locations where relevant project
documentation will be available locally and elsewhere, as well as languages to be used.

The SEP is an active working document which will be reviewed and updated on a regular basis
by EPL and the operator, should this ultimately be a different entity.

1.2

Document Structure

The SEP is structured in accordance with the following chapters:


Section 1 – Introduction and Project Description



Section 2 – Regulatory Requirements (public consultations and information disclosure)



Section 3 – Stakeholder Identification and Analysis



Section 4 – Stakeholder Engagement Activities



Section 5 – Implementation Timescales and Responsibilities



Section 6 – Monitoring and Reporting



Section 7 – Grievance Mechanism
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1.3

Company Contact Details

Comments relating to the project can be addressed to the following:
Name:

Email:

Mr Kingsley Asare
91 Osu Badu Street
West Airport
Accra
Ghana
kingsley.asare@endeavor-energy.com

Telephone Number:

+233 (0) 55.451.3862

Address:

1.4

Project Description and Overview

1.4.1

Project Overview

The EPL Bridge Power Project has been developed in order to deploy electrical energy as
quickly as possible to support the Government of Ghana (GoG) short term strategy to increase
the power capacity available to the country.
The project is to be located on brownfield land within the Tema Heavy Industrial Area (THIA), in
the Ghana port town of Tema.
The regional location of the project is shown on Figure 1-1 and locations of the project
infrastructure are shown on Figure 1-2.
A consortium of Endeavor Energy, General Electric (GE) and Sage Petroleum (Sage) has been
formed under the local company EPL to develop the project and contract with Electricity
Company of Ghana (ECG).
The project includes the development of power plant facilities, a fuel storage tank farm, fuel and
water delivery pipelines, and small transmission line spurs to evacuate the power into the
existing transmission grid. The power plant facilities are to be constructed across two sites in
three development stages.
Power Plant Site 1 (PPS1) (development Stage 1a and 1b) will comprise GE mobile trailer
mounted turbine units (‘TM units’). Power Plant Site 2 (PPS2) (Stage 2) will comprise GE
LM6000 sprint turboshaft gas turbines (‘LM units’).
Stage 1a will include operation of the TM units on PPS1 in open cycle gas turbine (OGCT)
mode during stage 1a and combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) configuration in stage 1b. Stage
2 operation on PPS2 will include the LM units in CCGT mode only.
The sites will provide a total generation capacity of 424 MW on completion of Stage 2. The
power from PPS1 during Stage 1a will be evacuated via underground connection to the existing
GRIDCo New Tema substation within the VRA Tema Thermal Power Complex. Stage 1b
evacuation will initially be via a new 161kV spur into a new double circuit 161kV overhead line
to be constructed by GRIDCO by early 2018, which will run adjacent to the existing overhead
lines that run east-west along the northern boundary of PPS2. Stage 2 power evacuation will
be via a new substation into the new GRIDCO 161kV power lines. The Stage 1b evacuation
spur will be transferred to the Stage 2 substation when that switch yard is completed.
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Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) will be used as the primary fuel for the project, though the
design allows for operation on diesel fuel oil (DFO) for worst-case scenario operation during a
significant disruption to the supply of LPG. It is envisaged that the plant will switch to natural
gas (NG) within five years of the start of Stage 2 operation, on condition that NG is made
available to the project by the Government of Ghana (GoG)
A new LPG storage tank farm will be constructed for the project and during Stage 1a the project
will also utilise some of the existing Tema Oil Refinery (TOR) LPG storage tanks. The LPG will
be supplied via a new pipeline from the existing TOR jetty to the TOR site (following the existing
TOR pipeline Right of Way (RoW)), on to the project tank farm, and then to the power plant
sites. DFO pipelines will also be installed to transport DFO from the existing Quantum
Terminals Limited fuel tank farm to the power plant sites.
A new water supply pipeline will provide water from a Ghana Water Company (GWC) municipal
supply network connection located on Valco Road, approximately 1km south of the tank farm
site. It will connect into the tank farm site and the two power plant sites.

1.4.2

Project Timescales

The estimated timing of the development for each of the development stages is summarised as
follows:
Table 1-1: Proposed Project Timescales

Power Plant Site Stage
PPS1
PPS2
Operation life

1a
1b
2

Net
Construction Commissioned Operation Date
Capacity (MW)*
145(OCGT)
57(CCGT)
222 (OCGT)

9 months
24 months
24 months

May 2018
August 2019
May 2020

25 years
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Figure 1-1: Regional Project Locations
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Figure 1-2: Project Infrastructure Location
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Regulatory Requirements

2.1

Overview

The following provides a brief summary of the international and national legislation and
standards applicable to consultation for the project. The ESIA approach adopted for this
project does not follow the standard ESIA process as the scoping and final ESIA stages have
been combined into a single phase reflecting specific project circumstances (as detailed in the
introduction to the ESIA).
The approach and requirements specific to this project are outlined in Section Error!
Reference source not found.. The approach has been agreed with the national regulating
body, the Ghana Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and has been developed ensuring
that international standards are maintained.

2.2

National Requirements

Environmental regulation within Ghana falls under the requirements of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Act 1994, Act 490. Act 490 also sets out the governing
requirements for industrial developments and the ESIA requirements. Under Act 490, the
Ghana EPA is mandated with responsibility for environmental and compliance for
development activities.
Supporting legislation includes the Ghana Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Procedures in 1995 and the Environmental Assessment Regulations 1999 (LI 1652) which
were enacted in February 1999, consistent with Section 28 of the EPA Act 490.
The following flow chart (Figure 2-1) summarises the EIA process in Ghana. In general, the
process is broadly similar with typical international ESIA practice comprising:


Screening: (initial review and determination of scale of project and associated extent of
ESIA required);



Scoping phase (site visit and review of secondary information to identify potential
significant impacts, scope out non-relevant impacts and define the terms of reference for
the main ESIA phase); and



Main ESIA phase of baseline data collection, impact assessment and design of mitigation
measures.
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Figure 2-1: EIA Process in Ghana
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2.3

Project Adoption of National Standards

During consultation activities within the EPA, the EPA considered that because the project is
temporary in nature and located within the THIA area, a full ESIA was not required. Instead
the EPA required assessments related to air and noise modelling only, and a standard ESIA
‘scoping phase’ was not required. Nevertheless, as international finance is required (see
below for further information on international standards) for the project, a full ESIA was
undertaken.
In addition, no social impact assessment or public consultation was required by EPA, again
due to the site being within the THIA area and given the distance to the nearest formal
community settlements. However, given the importance of consultation for the ESIA, informal
focus groups and one on one meetings were held in place of a formal public consultation
event.
Consultation activities undertaken and proposed are discussed further in subsequent sections
of this SEP.

2.4

International Requirements

This sub-section summarises the stakeholder engagement requirements specified under the
requirements of the Equator Principles and International Finance Corporation (IFC)
Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability (‘the IFC performance
standards’) and Good Practice Notes.

2.4.1

Equator Principles III

The Equator Principles are a voluntary set of guidelines for managing environmental and
social issues in project finance lending, developed by leading financial institutions. They are
based on the environmental and social standards of the IFC and apply globally to
development projects in all industry sectors. The Principles are:


Principle 1: Review and Categorisation;



Principle 2: Social and Environmental Assessment;



Principle 3: Applicable Social and Environmental Standards;



Principle 4: Action Plan and Management System;



Principle 5: Consultation and Disclosure;



Principle 6: Grievance Mechanism;



Principle 7: Independent Review;



Principle 8: Covenants, (incorporation of covenants linked to compliance);



Principle 9: Independent Monitoring and Reporting; and,



Principle 10: Equator Principle Finance Institution Reporting.
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Principle 5 lays out the consultation and disclosure requirements for Equator Principle
Financial Institutions (EPFIs) and the projects they are financing. This includes that all
category A and B1 projects require that their clients demonstrate effective stakeholder
engagement throughout the project.

2.4.2

IFC / World Bank

The Equator Principles state that projects are required to demonstrate compliance with the
IFC Performance Standards which also have specific requirements for consultation.
Each Performance Standard has specific consultation requirements and these are embedded
in the general requirements of Performance Standard 1: Social and Environmental
Assessment and Management Systems which specifically refers to the need for and means of
achieving community engagement, disclosure of relevant project information, appropriate
consultation processes and grievance mechanisms.
The preparation of this SEP has been informed by the following IFC good practice guidance
documents:


Stakeholder Engagement: A Good Practice Handbook for Companies Doing Business in
Emerging Markets (May 2007); and,



Doing Better Business Through Effective Public Consultation: A Good Practice Manual
(November 1998).

World Bank Operational Policy (OP) 4.01 Environmental Assessment states that for all
Category A and B projects proposed for World Bank financing, during the ESIA process the
borrower must consult project-affected persons (PAPs) and groups and local nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) about the project's environmental aspects and takes their
views into account. The borrower must initiate such consultations as early as possible.
WB OP 4.01 also specifies information disclosure requirements. For meaningful consultation
between the borrower and project-affected groups and local NGOs on all Category A and B
projects, the borrower must provide relevant material in a timely manner prior to consultation
and in a form and language that are understandable and accessible to the groups being
consulted.

1

Using categorisation, the EPFI’s environmental and social due diligence is commensurate with the nature, scale and stage of the Project,
and with the level of environmental and social risks and impacts. The categories are: Category A – Projects with potential significant
adverse environmental and social risks and/or impacts that are diverse, irreversible or unprecedented; Category B – Projects with
potential limited adverse environmental and social risks and/or impacts that are few in number, generally site-specific, largely reversible
and readily addressed through mitigation measures; and Category C – Projects with minimal or no adverse environmental and social
risks and/or impacts.
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3

Stakeholder Identification and Analysis

This section of the document identifies parties that have an interest in the project, i.e.
stakeholders and others affected at a local, district and regional level.
Stakeholders can be individuals and organisations that may be directly or indirectly affected
by the project either in a positive or negative way, and who may wish to express their views.
EPL have undertaken an initiative to identify key national stakeholders relevant to the project.
In doing this the following definitions have been applied:


Stakeholders: any person, group or organisation with a vested interest in the outcome of a
body of work; and,



Key stakeholder: any stakeholder with significant influence on or significantly impacted by
the work and where these interests and influence must be recognised if the work is to be
successful.

Stakeholders can be grouped into the following categories:


Government (state / regional and local), including VRA, local municipal government (Tema
Metropolitan Assembly (TMA) and the Kpone-Katamanso District Assembly (KKDA));



Traditional Rulers;



Regulators, including the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA);



Electricity transmission companies (e.g. ECG);



Grid companies;



Financial institutions;



Directly affected residents or formal/informal commercial businesses;



Local communities and project affected people;



Civil advisory / non-government organisations (NGOs);



Employees and labour;



Industry and business including competitors; and,



Media and press.

Appropriate methods of engagement have been selected with consideration of each
stakeholder group’s relevance (the extent to which the project will influence them or to which
they can influence the project), their level of literacy, comfort with engagement culture and
environment (e.g. office meetings vs. community meetings) and the need for focussed topic
specific meetings as opposed to disclosure of general information.
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National Bodies









Provincial / Local Government Departments









Financial Institutions









Local Project Affected Communities of
Businesses











Physically and economically displaced
Project Affected People (PAPs)













Civil Society, NGOs & Research Bodies











Employees and labour









Industry & Business





Media & Press





Community
liaison



Disclosure of
written
information



Mass Media
communications

Private meetings
and workshops

National Government Departments

Stakeholder Group

Focus groups

Public meetings
and exhibitions

Table 3-1: Stakeholder Groups and Methods of Engagement




The relevance of each stakeholder to the project has been considered in terms of whether
they are:


“Impact-based” (typically primary stakeholders): directly affected stakeholders through
adverse and beneficial project impacts such as physically or economically displace groups
or individuals or facilities affected by noise or air emissions impacts – the intensity of
engagement will be greatest with impact based stakeholders and special efforts will need
to be made to reach out to disempowered, socially excluded and/or vulnerable groups who
may not have a good understanding of their rights or entitlements and may not be familiar
with engagement activities; or,



“Interest-based” (typically secondary stakeholders): who may have an interest to influence
the project for their own objectives and be able to influence the project or public
perception, for example NGOs – it is important to ensure that potential critics of the project
and those who can positively influence the project design are appropriately engaged at the
correct moments in order to facilitate their effective input and to manage potential negative
perceptions or outcomes (such as organised objection/disruption).

It is important to note that “impact-based” stakeholders are on the whole “interest-based as
well;” for example local communities may be impacted by construction activities and effects
such noise and dust, whilst at the same time they have an interest in leveraging community
benefits and employment opportunities.
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The full list of relevant Stakeholder groups, organisations and their relevance as identified for
the project to date is provided in Table 3-2 below.
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Table 3-2: Identified Stakeholders

Stakeholder Bodies

National Government
Departments

Ghana Environmental Protection Agency (GEPA)
Headquarters, in Accra

Accra

Interest-based

Ghana Maritime Authority

Accra

Interest-based

Energy Commission

Accra

Interest-based

Ministry of Power

Accra

Interest-based

Ministry of Energy and Petroleum

Accra

Interest-based

Volta River Authority (VRA)

Tema

Impact-based

GRIDCo

Tema

Impact-based

Electricity Company of Ghana

Tema

Interest-based

Town and Country Planning (Ministry of Environment
and Science and Technology)

Tema

Interest-based

Ghana Water Company

Tema

Impact-based

GEPA Regional Office (Tema)

Tema

Interest-based

Ghana Ports and Harbour Authority

Tema

Interest-based

Tema Metropolitan Assembly

Tema

Interest-based

Kpone-Katamanso District Assembly

Tema

Interest-based

Tema Development Corporation

Tema

Interest-based

Standard Bank

International

Interest-based

Chiefs of Tema East, Kpone, Tema New Town

As adjacent

Interest-based

Communities of Tema New Town and combined
community groups of the metropolitan area of Tema
(west of harbour road). These communities include
vulnerable groups, e.g. women and youth.

~2km west and south of the
power plant sites respectively).

Impact-based

Provincial / Local
Government Departments

Financial Institutions

Location

Relevance to project:
“impact-based” or
“interest-based

Stakeholder Group

Others TBC as project progresses
Local Project Affected
Communities
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Stakeholder Group

Stakeholder Bodies

Location

Relevance to project:
“impact-based” or
“interest-based

Kpone-Katamanso sub-metropolitan district

~2km east of the power plant
sites

Interest based

Physically and
economically displaced
Project Affected People
(PAPs)

Traders, farmers and residents on the pipeline route
and development sites

Project site and pipeline route

Impact-based

Adjacent Businesses and
relevant businesses in the
wider area

Quantum Fuel Terminals (Sage Petroleum/project
proponent)

THIA (adjacent to tank farm)

Impact-based

Kpone Marine Service and Tema Offshore Mooring Ltd

THIA (adjacent to PPS1)

Impact-based

JQ Packaging Ghana Ltd. / Tema Paper

THIA (adjacent to PPS1)

Impact-based

Jokjim Ltd.

THIA

Impact-based

Telmak Co. Ltd

Impact-based

Blue Investment Ltd

THIA (adjacent to PPS2)

Impact-based

Ecostar Ltd

THIA

Impact-based

ECG Stores

THIA

Impact-based

Hippo Transport Ltd

THIA

Impact-based

Tema Steel Company

THIA (north of the plant sites)

Impact-based

Sunon-Asogli Power Plant Phase 1

Kpone

Impact-based

CENIT Thermal Power Plant

THIA (VRA TTPC)

Impact-based

VRA Osonor OCGT power plant

THIA (VRA TTPC)

Impact-based

Trojan Power Ltd

THIA (VRA TTPC)

Impact-based

Tema Oil Refinery

THIA (west of the plant sites)

Impact-based

VALCO Aluminium

THIA (1km south of the plant
sites)

Impact-based
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Stakeholder Group

Media & Press

Stakeholder Bodies

Location

Relevance to project:
“impact-based” or
“interest-based

VRA Kpone Thermal Power Plant

Tema Community 25

Impact-based

Sentuo Steel

THIA

Impact-based

Cenpower Kpone Independent Power Plant

THIA (2km east of plant sites)

Impact-based

Tema Fuel Company (TFC)

Tema

Impact-based

Tema Steel

Tema

Impact-based

The Enquirer

Interest-based

Beach FM

Interest-based

Aseda FM

Interest-based

Ghanaian Times

Interest-based

Daily Guide

Interest-based

Daily Graphic

Interest-based

Shama Radio

Interest-based
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4

Stakeholder Engagement Activities

4.1

Overview

A number of consultation activities and focus groups have taken place throughout the ESIA
process. The format of meetings generally comprised introductions, followed by a project
description (including phasing and timelines) and then a question and answer session
regarding the ESIA approach with feedback from the stakeholder regarding the project and
potential environmental and social issues.
Where appropriate, the responses from consultation activities were considered in either the
approach for the ESIA or the mitigation measures included within the Environmental and
Social Management Plan (ESMP).

4.2

Review of Stakeholder Activities to Date

The following presents a summary of the consultation activities undertaken to date and ongoing for the project.
4.2.1

General Project Consultation Activities

EPL to COMPLETE WITH A BREIF SUMMARY - FOR EXAMPLE GENERAL PROJECT
PRESS RELEASES, ANNOUNCEMENTS, ONGOING CONSULTATIONS WITH THIRD
PARTIES, GOVERNMENT BODIES, ETC.
4.2.2

Summary of ESIA Consultation Activities

The details of consultation activities held as part of the ESIA process are presented in the
appendices to this report as follows:


Appendix A – Stakeholder Engagement and Consultation: Details of the formal
stakeholder meetings held during the ESIA phase to date, including the original 2015 ESIA
and the 2016 and 2017 ESIA amendments.



Appendix B - Focus Group Meetings:
o



o

B1 – Summary of focus group meetings and meetings held in August 2015; and,

o

B2 – Proceedings of the June 2017 meeting with the focus groups’ representatives.

Appendix C – Kiosk and Road vendor engagement and consultations:
o

C1 - The format and proceedings of the interviews / meetings;

o

C2 – Summary of meetings held in August 2015.

These consultations where used to inform the assessment of potential environmental and
social risks for the project as presented in the three revisions of the ESIA undertaken to date.
In addition to the original 2015 ESIA and subsequent 2016/2017 amendments, an Abbreviated
Resettlement Action Plan (ARAP) has been prepared for development activities for Stage 1 of
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the project. Redacted copies of this document are available on the project website, as
described in Section 20 of the ESIA.
At the time of writing (August 2017), preparations for the Stage 2 ARAP are underway and this
will be completed prior to the commencement of construction activities on the Stage 2 site.

4.3

Programme for Engagement

The following sub-sections present the programme for engaging stakeholders by further
describing the activities that have been undertaken throughout the ESIA process and that will
be undertaken on an on-going basis throughout the life of the project.
The stakeholder engagement programme serves two key purposes:
1) Disclosing appropriate information about a project and the ESIA plans / process; and
2) Providing relevant stakeholders with the opportunity to voice their opinions,
preferences and grievances related to the project.
The stakeholder engagement process was also used to gather socio-economic baseline data
to inform the social assessment within the ESIA. The scope of questions asked to
surrounding businesses is broader than that normally required in order to collect social
baseline data.
This approach was taken to try and collect necessary baseline data without unduly raising
expectations of surrounding communities. The proceedings / format and questions asked
through these activities and the summaries of each of the activities undertaken are provided in
the Appendices to this report.
4.3.1

Individual Meetings and Workshops

Individual meetings are targeted ways in which to engage with stakeholders. They permit indepth meetings about project plans and allow the opportunity to go into more detail about
technical aspects of the project or addressed specific concerns raised by one or a group of
stakeholders. These meetings ordinarily mainly involve interest-based stakeholders who have
most influence over the project such as government regulatory bodies.
Regular workshops are also a constructive way in which to involve key stakeholders
throughout the duration of the project so that issues and any grievances can be raised and
addressed as they emerge.
One to one meetings with individual stakeholders have been undertaken to inform the ESIA
process and to discuss specific project elements or concerns. Individual meetings will
continue throughout the project development phases as needed.
In addition to key stakeholders such as adjacent businesses, kiosk owners, TMA/TDC/KKDA
and the EPA, meetings have been and will continue to be held with the other commercial and
industrial users in the area to share knowledge and identify any concerns over the project.
The general proceedings and questions asked during the stakeholder engagement meetings
are presented in Appendix A.
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4.3.2

Focus Groups

Focus groups were held within the surrounding communities which have been identified as,
whilst not being directly impacted, still within the potential project zone of influence due to
indirect impacts. These communities are:


Tema Manhean Community (Tema New Town) (over 2km south of the power plant site);



Kpone- Katamanso (over 2km east of the power plant site); and



The metropolitan area of Tema, to the west of harbour road and west of the LPG pipeline.
This focus group meetings covered the communities 4, 9 and 7.

The social baseline of each community is detailed in Section 8 of the ESIA and the social
impacts assessment is provided in Section 20 of the ESIA. It should be noted that, given the
distance of these communities from the project developments, the predicted impacts are
minimal. The only identified potential impacts are minor traffic disruption during the
construction phase and minor degradation of air quality affecting areas to the west (Kpone).
The community located to the north of the project site was not engaged as the ESIA did not
indicate that it was within the project area of influence (it is more than 3 km).
The following groups of people within each community were identified for the focus group
meetings:


Village elders or community representatives;



Religious groups;



Women’s groups; and,



Youth groups.

Familiar locations in each community were used for the 2015 group meetings as these are
conducive to productive and interactive consultation for the following reasons:


They lend transparency to the process: community members can witness the process and
stay informed about what is being discussed on their behalf, and what has been agreed at
the close of consultation or negotiations;



They increased accountability of local leaders: community members will know what they
are entitled to demand, and they will be able to monitor its delivery and avoid corruption;



They send the message that companies value the input of communities enough to travel
there and spend time there;



They contribute to community members’ empowerment and feeling of ownership over the
engagement process: community members say that the opportunity to have input into the
public meetings gives them a sense of having a role in the outcome of decisions; and



Finally, they allow community members to identify their own representatives, preventing
illegitimate representation from persons claiming that they speak for communities.

For the 2017 focus group consultations, a single meeting was held with the representatives in
Kpone.
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The general proceedings and responses from focus groups are presented in Appendix B.
Stakeholder meetings will continue throughout the project lifecycle and be conducted by EPL
and its Community Liaison Officer (CLO) (once appointed) as required to address topical
issues and issues of interest / concern to local community groups.
4.3.3

Project Affected Persons (PAPs): Engagement of road vendors / kiosk owners

A number of informal kiosk businesses were identified in the area of the tank farm and along,
or immediately adjacent to, the proposed pipeline routes and power plant sites. Occupants of
these structures and their associated businesses would be directly affected by project
development. All of these Project Affected People (PAPs) were interviewed by project
consultants.
The 2015 ESIA noted a total of five PAPs along the pipeline route. The 2016 ESIA
amendment noted a small group of farmers on what is now the Stage 1 site. The 2017 ESIA
noted additional farmers and kiosks on or in the vicinity of the new Stage 2 site, along with a
small number of residents on the Stage 2 site and additional kiosks along the revised pipeline
route, south of Valco Road.
Details of the available engagement to date with these PAPs are presented in Appendix C.
As detailed above, an ARAP has been implemented to cover the PAPs identified prior to the
2017 ESIA amendment (the Stage 1 ARAP). This is available on the project website.
In addition, the 2017 ESIA activities identified a recently established residential dwelling
approximately 200m east of the tank farm site. Engagement with these PAPs will continue as
part of the Stage 2 ARAP, which will also be disclosed in due course.
4.3.4

Media Communications and Disclosure of Written Information

The
ESIA
documents
are
currently
http://www.earlypowerltd.com/resources/

disclosed

on

the

EPL

website:

This project specific website will be regularly updated highlighting progress, minutes of
meetings that have taken place, the latest grievances that have been raised and other issues
as appropriate. This site will be functional throughout the duration of the feasibility, scoping
and construction periods and for at least the first years of operation.
4.3.5

Resettlement Consultation

Physically and economically displaced people will be the most directly affected stakeholders
and it is important that they are effectively engaged and that this engagement is planned well
in order to avoid encroachment and to accurately assess impacts and determine entitlements
and costs.
EPL has and will continue to work with Government authorities where appropriate and a land
valuation expert and consult with the affected parties regarding resettlement of the kiosks and
residents.
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4.4

Updating the SEP

The SEP has been reviewed throughout the course of the ESIA process and will continue to
be throughout the project construction phases. Once the project is operational, a review will
be conducted annually by the CLO in order to assess whether:


The type of consultation and disclosure activities are appropriate for the different
stakeholder audiences;



The frequency of consultation activities is sufficient;



Grievances have been adequately dealt with; and,



The stakeholder list remains appropriate and whether engagement should cease or be
extended to any stakeholders.
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5

Implementation Timescales and Responsibilities

5.1

Overview

It is important that consultation and disclosure undertaken as part of the project occurs at
appropriate timescales to allow stakeholders to be informed and contribute to the appropriate
management of environment and the development of the project. This section assigns
timescales and responsibilities to the activities identified in the previous section.

5.2

Implementation

Table 5-1 below provides an overview of engagement activities with suggestions regarding
when they should be implemented and the various people who have responsibility. Some
activities have already been undertaken.
Table 5-1: Stakeholder Engagement Implementation Timescales and Responsibilities
Activity

Timing of activities

Responsibility

October 2015 (V1)
August 2017 (V3)

EPL

Disclosure of other key project
documents (e.g. construction
phase health and safety and
E&S management plans)

August 2017

EPL

Individual
meetings
stakeholders

with

Undertaken as necessary
over the duration of the ESIA
process to collect data and
register / concerns opinions
with stakeholders. Meetings
will continue as required
throughout
the
project
development phase.

Jacobs Consultancy
EPL

Interviews with kiosk owners/
road vendors.

Undertaken as necessary
over the duration of the ESIA
process to collect data,
inform the inhabitants and
inform
the
Livelihood
Restoration Plan.

Jacobs Consultancy
EPL

Focus groups discussions with
community
representatives
including vulnerable groups

Meetings undertaken within
each of the three nearest
communities to the project
infrastructure.
Representatives from the
communities included:

EPL and Jacobs Consultancy

ESIA Phase Engagement
Draft ESIA disclosure
project website

on

 Chief;
 Village
elders
community
representatives;

or

 Religious groups;
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Activity

Timing of activities

Responsibility

 Women’s groups;
 Youth groups; and,
 Fishing communities.
Meetings
undertaken
as
necessary over the duration
of the ESIA process.
Media communications

EPL has advertised the
disclosure of ESIA related
documentation for both the
2015 and the 2017 ESIA.
Various print and radio media
platforms were used.
EPL will also issue press
releases from time to time
regard project activities – e.g.
prior to commencement of
construction and operation.

EPL

Construction Phase Engagement
Grievance logging

Weekly grievance reporting
during construction.

EPL and EPC Contractors

Media notifications of project
progress

Prior
to
the
start
of
construction
Prior to the completion of
construction

EPL

Updating SEP

Prior to the completion of
construction

EPL

Operation and Decommissioning Phase Engagement
Grievance logging, resolution
and reporting

Ongoing
logging
resolution
Bi-annual reporting

and

EPL

Decommissioning consultation
event with affected staff and
communities

With
staff
prior
to
retrenchment proceedings
With communities prior to
ceasing operations

EPL

Updating SEP

Annually

EPL

5.3

Responsibilities

Specific documents related to the ESIA (as detailed in Table 5-1) have been provided by
Jacobs Consultancy.
It is the responsibility of EPL to ensure documents are distributed to the appropriate
stakeholders.
During construction and operational activities, EPL and contractors will be responsible for
meeting with stakeholders and implementing the grievance mechanism. Person(s) are to be
appointed to document all interactions with stakeholders and log grievances. All grievances
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are to be resolved in a timely manner in collaboration with the EPC contractor and EPL (see
Section 8 – Grievance Mechanism).
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6

Monitoring and Reporting

This SEP identifies various activities that require monitoring and reporting as follows:


The updating of the SEP (as discussed in Section 5.8);



The taking of consultation meeting minutes and retention of all original written consultation
correspondence as evidence of the process and outcomes;



Grievance logging and tracking (see Section 8): each grievance will be logged, given an
identification number and followed through by recording details and timing for their
resolution and closing out; and,



Annual reporting: a project specific annual report summarising project performance, CLO
activities including grievances and updates to the SEP will be produced.

Public domain documents will be distributed to the identified stakeholders including regulatory
agencies, project financiers, local authorities and local communities.
This document details the requirements for engagement with project stakeholders. An ESMP
has been provided as part of the ESIA, which details specific monitoring and reporting
requirements for environmental and social project performance.
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7

Grievance Mechanisms

7.1

Overview

A grievance can be defined as an actual or perceived problem that might give grounds for
complaint. As a general policy, EPL will work proactively towards preventing grievances
through the implementation of mitigation measures (as identified by the ESIA) and liaising with
the community. These activities are designed to anticipate and address potential issues
before they become grievances. This will be the responsibility of the Project Manager and the
CLO.
The sections below consider types of grievances that may arise, confidentiality and anonymity,
and the project’s grievance resolution process.

7.2

Type of Grievances

Potential impacts and effects that are most likely to give rise to grievances for this project may
include:


Land acquisition / resettlement;



Noise of construction works;



Presence, and potential disruption, of the construction labour force and the effects on
communities, local services and infrastructure;



Community health and safety in relation to impacts of increased traffic on nearby
residents, ;



Visual intrusion (construction and operation);



Congestion of and access to local ports (construction and operation);



Damage to surrounding natural environment (construction and operation); and,



Disappointment related to expectations about employment from the project.

Anyone can submit a grievance to the project if they believe it is causing a detrimental impact
on the community, the environment, or on their quality of life. They may also submit
comments and suggestions. Grievances could include:


Negative impacts on a person or a community (e.g. financial loss, physical harm,
nuisance);



Dangers to health and safety or the environment;



Failure of the EPL, its sub-contractors and their workers or drivers to comply with
standards or legal obligations;



Harassment of any nature;



Criminal activity;
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Improper conduct or unethical behaviour;



Financial malpractice, impropriety or fraud; and,



Attempts to conceal any of the above.

Grievances during construction will be investigated by EPL and the CLO which will be
reviewed to determine the validity and associated responsibility. The CLO will explain in
writing (or where, literacy is an issue, orally) the manner in which the review was carried out,
the results of the review, any changes to activities that will be undertaken to address the
grievance and how the issue will be managed to meet appropriate environmental and social
management systems requirements.

7.3

Confidentiality and Anonymity

The project will aim to protect a person’s confidentiality when requested and will guarantee
anonymity in annual reporting. Individuals will be asked permission to disclose their identity.
Investigations will be undertaken in a manner that is respectful of the aggrieved party and
based upon the principle of confidentiality. There may be situations when disclosure of
identity is required. If this is the case, the CLO and EPL will identify this and ask if the
aggrieved party wishes to continue with the investigation and resolution activities.

7.4

Grievance Reporting and Resolution

A formal log of grievances will be developed and the CLO will be responsible for logging all
grievances. A comments sheet will also be provided for complaints or other comments.
Comments or complaints can be made directly to EPL or the contractor, through the CLO or
through a community representative (e.g. through the village elders).
The procedure for lodging grievances and their resolution will be included in appropriate
project communication materials such as non-technical summaries or the project. In the first
instance, grievances will be directed to the CLO who will classify the grievance according to
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Table 7-1.
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Table 7-1: Grievance Classification Criteria
Grievance
Classification

Risk Level

Validity

Response

Low

No or low

Unsubstantiated

CLO will conduct investigation,
document findings and provide a
response

Medium

Possible risk
and likely a one off
event

Possible
substantiation

CLO and an appropriate
investigation team will conduct
investigation. The Site Manager or
Occupation Health and Safety
Manager may decide to stop
work during the investigation to
allow the corrective preventive
actions to be determined. The CLO
will provide a response.

High

Probable risk
and could reoccur

Probable
substantiation

CLO will get the contractor to
organise a Major Investigation
Team including EPL for prompt
investigation and resolution. Work
will be stopped in the affected
area. The CLO will provide a
response.

The CLO will log the receipt of a comment, formally acknowledge it, track progress on its
investigation and resolution, and respond in writing with feedback to the aggrieved party.
They will initiate the investigation and ensure its speedy conclusion, aiming to provide a
response with ten working days unless there are exceptional circumstances. If the project
receives a large number of unsubstantiated grievances, the process will be reviewed to define
instances when no response is needed.
Where investigations are required, project staff and outside authorities as appropriate will
assist with the process. The CLO will collaborate with EPL to identify an appropriate
investigation team with the correct skills to review the issue raised and to decide whether it is
project related or whether it is more appropriately addressed by a relevant authority outside
the project.
The investigation will also aim to identify whether the incident leading to the grievance is a
singular occurrence or likely to reoccur. Identifying and implementing activities, procedures,
equipment and training to address and prevent reoccurrence will be part of the investigation
activities. In some cases, it will be appropriate for the CLO to follow up at a later date to see if
the person or organisation is satisfied with the resolution or remedial actions.
The CLO will summarise grievances to report on project performance weekly during
construction and bi-annually during operation, removing identification information to protect
the confidentiality of the complainant and guaranteeing anonymity.
Until the CLO role is established, the point of contact for grievances and comments is:
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Name:
Address:

Mr Kingsley Asare
91 Osu Badu Street
West Airport
Accra
Ghana

Email:

kingsley.asare@endeavor-energy.com

Telephone Number:

+233 (0) 55.451.3862
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Appendices
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Appendix A – Stakeholder Consultation Meetings Minutes
Table A1: Screening Phase Site Visit Meetings Held January, February and March 2015.
Summary of Discussions
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment

EPL/Jacobs
Consultancy
Response

19/01/15

Various
representative
groups from
Government of
Ghana

Ministry of Power Advisor and various government groups
represented at a kick off meeting for Emergency (Bridge)
Power, the meeting focused on the delivery schedule for
Emergency (Bridge) Power and support for Energy
Commission, Power Purchase Agreement (PPA),
Environmental Impact Assessment, site locations and
interconnections for the Project.

N/A

3/02/15

VRA

VRA operates Environmental Management System (EMS)
for all its plants. It has noise and air quality stations and also
collects additional ambient air quality data at certain
locations. Electronic monthly data is available and can be
provided upon formal request.

Requested
additional
information
from VRA
referenced in
their
responses.

Benjamin
Sackey
Ben.sackey@
vra.com

VRA TTPC
Office

ESIA for the TT1 expansion can also be provided.
Social – No residential areas are located within 2km of the
site. The nearest area is Kpone (where another VRA plant is
about to be commissioned).
Current ambient air quality is good, but dust is apparently an
issue. VRA doesn’t expect significant air quality issues on
NOx and SOx, but PM10 may be an issue.
Centuo Steel located to southwest of the site and Tema oil
refinery is likely to be key cumulative contributor. Centuo
steel can only operate at night due to poor quality of
emissions.
VRA indicated that Tema Oil Refinery (TOR) processes low
Sulphur oil so does not cause major SO2 issues in the air
shed.
There are four existing power plants on the TTPC site and
capacity details were provided.
Effluent is given limited treatment to gain correct pH and
then discharged to surface storm drain east of the site.
Farmers are known to farm around the drain
downstream of the site, using the discharge as water
for crops.
Transport of equipment to the site is very simple. There is a
short stretch from port to the site. Municipal authority has
standard procedures for this.

3/02/15

EPA
Director
Badu- Yeboah
Audrey
Quarcoo
Abena Ayensu
EPA Training
school,

The EPA considered that because the [original] project is
temporary in nature, located within the THIA area and in
trailerised format, a full ESIA was not required by the EPA.
EPA expects air emissions and (to lesser extent) noise to be
key issues and modelling will be required.
No social impact assessment or public consultation was
required by EPA due to the site being within the existing VRA
TTPC compound and THIA area and the distance to the
nearest settlement. EPA indicated that the nature of right of
way (RoW) for pipeline may affect the extent of studies
required. PPA status with ECG is also important for permit.
EPA gave permission to commence baseline monitoring prior
to getting formal go ahead for the ESIA to commence.

Discussed the
appropriate level
of environmental
studies and
documentation
with EPA, both
from national and
international
perspective.
The team
indicated to the
EPA that whilst
there is limited
potential for
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Summary of Discussions
Date

EPL/Jacobs
Consultancy
Response

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment

4/02/15

Amasaman

Regarding cumulative impacts, EPA confirmed that Centuo
Steel has emissions issues, did previously operate at night
and is under notice to install emissions reduction system. The
EPA also noted that expansion was planned for the Trojan
plant.
EPA also noted that the project will require water storage
tanks for back up, in event of GWC supply issues.

social impacts,
that the project
should still need
to do some form
of community
consultation and
engagement to
meet with the
requirements of
international
standards.

VRA and TOR

Team meeting with VRA and Grid Co for formal site walk over
and technical discussions, including environmental
considerations.

VRA agreed.
Further
discussions with
TOR will be
conducted in
regards to
installation of the
pipeline.

TOR and TTPC

Similar meeting with TOR representatives for walk over of the
section of the pipeline route within the TOR site.

03/03/15

Various
TTPC

Team meeting with GRIDCo, ECG and VRA representatives
for walk over the proposed area and technical review of
connections.

Completed.

Table A2: ESIA Phase Consultation Phase Meetings Held in August 2015
Summary of Discussion
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment

11/08/2015

Ghana Water Company
Limited (GWC), Tema

The current design includes water
supply provided by GWC.

Mr Amidu Musa (Regional
Distribution Manager)

In respect of the issues raised by the
ESIA team (see right), Mr Amiidu
Musa confirmed the following:
1.

2.

GWC holds sufficient capacity to
meet the increased demands of
the new power plant. The only
envisaged shortages in supply
would result due to power
outages (which can stop pumps)
or during maintenance activities.
It was recommended that the
project include some backup
water storage to ensure
operations could continue should
these circumstances arise.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
Response
The following issues were
raised by the ESIA team
regarding water supply to
the project:
1.

The availability of water
to meet demand, and
the reliability of supply.

2.

The negotiations/ RoW
agreements required for
the pipeline route, and
potential impacts
associated with laying
of pipes.

The water pipes will be laid in a
transmission line RoW belonging
to GRIDCo which is not
accessible for any other land
use. There is no anticipated
adverse impacts resulted from
the laying of pipes. Permission
has already been granted by
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Summary of Discussion
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
Response

GRIDCo for the laying of the
water pipes.
11/08/2015

GRIDCo
Mr.
Kwame Owusu-Boadi
(Snr Environmental Officer)

11/08/2015

VRA (TTPC)
Mr. Hans Ofedie
(Environmental Officer)
hansofedie@vra.com
0246690161

12/08/2015

Electricity Company of
Ghana
(ECG),
Tema
Region.

GRIDCo is the transmission
company which will receive the
power evacuated from the plant.
GRIDCo sought to confirm that
baseline air and noise data had been
collected, and that a robust ESIA
was being undertaken.
GRIDCo sought reassurance that an
occupational health and safety plan
was being undertaken for the project
to ensure safety of employees in the
operational phase.

ELP / Jacobs Consultancy
confirmed that an ESIA was
being taken to GEPA and
international standards, and
that this would be disclosed
on the project website in
due course.

VRA is a key project stakeholder as
the power plant will be built within its
TTPC. The project may share certain
infrastructure, such as storm
drainage. Based on its proximity, the
potential for impacts in respect of
noise, air quality and transport are of
particular relevance.
VRA provided information on current
operations and indicated that an
ESIA is available for the ongoing
Station 2 expansion to a combined
cycle plant.
VRA raised a concern regarding the
proposed Ghana Bridge Project’s
potential for impacts from
construction traffic and associated
dust/noise.
VRA suggested that the plant site
drainage should be direct to the
storm drain behind the plant site (to
the east), including treated effluent,
rather than using exiting VRA
facilities.
VRA requested sharing of air quality
monitoring data in operational phase.
VRA advised that Sentuo Steel
Works has put up new extraction
systems to minimise air pollution
from its operations.

It was confirmed that the
ESIA was being undertaken
to comply with international
standards and would
address the issues raised by
VRA.
Drainage to the offsite storm
drain is currently anticipated
in the project design.
EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
noted the suggestions
made, for consideration.

ECG provided information on its
operations which are primarily the
purchase and sale of electricity as

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
noted ECG’s concerns, and
advised that these issues

ELP / Jacobs Consultancy
confirmed that measures to
eliminate and minimise
impacts in relation to
occupational health and
safety will be identified as
actions in the ESMP, which
forms part of the ESIA. ELP
/ Jacobs Consultancy
advised that occupational
health and safety plans will
be developed and
implemented for all phases
of the project.
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Summary of Discussion
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment
Mr. Mark Wiafe
(Regional Manager)
markwiafe@yahoo.com
Various
other
ECG
representatives

12/08/2015

Tema
East
Submetropolitan Assembly
Madam Rita Damani
(Tema
East
Sub-Metro
Director)
lina-5@hotmail.co.uk

12/08/2015

Tema Steel
I.V. Royal
(Plant Manger)
ivroyal@yahoo.com
0244169064
Madam Ellen Jonah
(Human Resource Manager)

14/08/2015

VRA Kpone Thermal Power

the state-owned distributor.
ECG indicated their support for the
project. ECG raised a concern
regarding the potential for disruption
of ECG cables by the pipeline.
A concern was also raised in relation
to LPG leaks, and another regarding
the implementation of appropriate
safety and security measures.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
Response
are considered within the
ESIA, in line with EPA and
international requirements.

Tema East Sub-metro is part of the
Tema Metropolitan Assembly (TMA)
and its jurisdiction includes the
project infrastructure locations. Their
key activities include provision of
socio economic infrastructure and
services in the sub-metro, ensuring a
clean, safe and healthy environment,
and also promotion of socioeconomic activities in the sub-metro,
especially for the vulnerable and
excluded.
Socio-economic information on the
area was provided, including on
some of the significant social
challenges such as sanitation and
employment
Concerns raised regarding the
proposed Ghana Bridge Project were
associated with: traffic impacts
during the laying of pipes; erosion;
and the treatment and disposal of
effluent and wastes.
It was requested that one month’s
notice prior to construction was
provided so that traffic could be
diverted from urban roads to
minimise congestion. It was
suggested that other permits may
also be required from the other suboffices in the TMA.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged ECG’s
concerns, and advised that
these issues are considered
in appropriate chapters in
the ESIA.

Tema Steel is a steel-making
company that is located close to the
GridCo transmission installation,
approximately 1km north of TTPC.
The company is privately owned and
has been in existence since 1964.
Tema Steel stated that power
outages affect its business such that
it is currently producing under
capacity. Tema Steel enquired if it
could buy power directly from the
project.
Tema Steel raised concerns
regarding the Ghana Bridge Project
in relation to air and noise pollution,
and wastewater treatment.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
advised that an ESIA was
being undertaken to
international standards and
that appropriate mitigation
and management to
minimise impacts would be
included in the ESIA.

VRA KTPP is located approximately

Issues associated with
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Summary of Discussion
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment
Plant (KTPP)
Mr Seyram Dzefi
(Health
Safety
and
Environmental Officer)
seyramdzefi@yahoo.com
0244592707

17/08/2015

Town
and
Country
Planning
Development
(TCPD)
Accra
Celestina Deku
(Assistant Town Planning
Officer)
Patrick Apraku
(Town Planning Officer)

18/08/2015

EPA Accra East Region
Tema
Ebenezer Fiahagbe
Regional Director
Irene Opoku

7km north of the project site and is
nearing completion of construction.
As such it is unlikely to contribute in
terms of cumulative impacts on air or
noise (due to distance and prevailing
wind direction) and transport. KTPP
will produce 330 MW with Phase 1
(110MW) commissioned in October
2015 and Phase 2 (220MW) by
January 2016. A third phase may
also be added to provide 110MW.
VRA KTPP raised no specific
concerns about the Ghana Bridge
Project in relation to its own
operations. However, general
concerns and suggestions included:


Consider RoW acquisition with
regard to potential for
displacement of people.



Recommended the use of
Continuous Emissions
Monitoring (CEMS).



Water tank design should
include deck storage for firefighting purposes.



During the transportation of
project equipment and
machines to site the following
bodies should be contacted:
Motor Transport and Traffic Unit
(MTTU) police to escort
transportation vehicles;
GRIDCo; ECG; and Vodafone
to check if any cables along the
route have to be pulled down to
allow easy passage.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
Response
pipeline displacement are
considered in Section 20 of
the main ESIA document.
EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
advised that VRA’s
suggestions were duly noted
and would be considered
addressed as part of the
ESIA process.

TCPD is the national authority on
developmental issues.
Concerns regarding the project were
mainly around effluent treatment and
community safety.
TCPD suggested that the client
consult with TCPD Tema region as
they would be in a better position to
answer most administrative
questions.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
confirmed that the ESIA and
project design will address
these issues in line with
EPA and international
standards.
The ESIA team noted the
suggestion to consult with
TCPD Tema.

EPA Accra East Region is the
environmental authority responsible
for the area where the project is
located.
The EPA expressed support for the
project, recognising it will help
provide much-needed power.
The EPA provided the following
information regarding surrounding
industries:

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
advised that the project will
be designed and operated
to international standards,
including rigorous safety
requirements to mitigate this
risk to as low as reasonably
practicable.
The team advised that the
project ESIA addresses the
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Summary of Discussion
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment
Hope Lomotey

They advised that Quantum Ltd had
put in an application for a permit to
store gas on the tank farm and that
their application was under
consideration.
They also confirmed that Sentuo
Steel had undertaken retrofitting of a
dust collector/extraction system and
that this process was still ongoing.
Concerns raised by the EPA included
the following:


the risk of concentrating power
generation in the TTPC area
which could lead to significant
power outages if there were a
major accident in the enclave.



pipeline construction impacts
and risks to other users of the
TOR RoW.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
Response
concerns raised in relevant
chapters and the actions
contained within the ESMP.
The team also confirmed
that appropriate
consultations with TOR
were ongoing as part of the
project development
activities.



the possibility that plant safety,
environmental and community
safety could be compromised
because of the rapid
‘emergency’ development of the
project, and a desire that EPL
should invest in adequate
mitigation measures.
VRA also suggested that all power
companies within the TTPC
coordinate to produce a Strategic
Environmental Assessment, and that
companies with pipes in that corridor
be consulted.
19/08/2015

Tema Fuel Company (TFC)
Andrews Baafi Owusu
(Operations and Technical
Director)
Moses Delali Davudu
(Technical and Operations
Manager)

TFC is located 600m south of the
proposed plant site. TFC is privately
owned and there are no plans for
future expansions.
TFC expressed support for the
project, recognising the added
stability it would bring to power
supply for their operations. TFC is
affected by weekly power outages,
mostly on Thursdays and Fridays,
resulting in expensive in-house
generator fuel bills.
Concerns regarding the proposed
Ghana Bridge Project included: the
risk of fire/explosions; transport
impacts; and access restrictions to
their installations during pipeline
construction.
Suggestions made by TFC included
designing to international safety
standards to reduce the risk of
explosions, and ensuring that
comprehensive consultation be
undertaken with properties along the
proposed pipeline route.

The project’s ESIA team
confirmed that traffic studies
had been conducted and
that a traffic management
plan would be developed in
consultation with
stakeholders along the
pipeline route.
The team advised that the
ESIA and ESMP include
safety requirements and
mitigation measures in line
with international standards.
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Summary of Discussion
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment

19/08/2015

Ministry of Power
Solomon Adjetey
Sulemana Abubakar
Andrew Ashong
Seyram Adabla

19/08/2015

Tema
Metropolitan
Assembly (TMA)
G. A. Tamakloe
(Municipal Planning Officer)
Ebenezer Fiahagbe
EPA, Tema Regional Director
Sam Okantey
(Works Engineer)
Edward Shardey
(Public Health Officer)
F.Y. Banduah
(Director, Town and Country
Planning Department)

20/08/2015

Sentuo Steel Company
Mr Emmanuel Ayensu
(Administrative Consultant)
0244323113
Jojo Nutakor
(Coporate Affairs Manager)
0244760686
sentousteelops@yahoo.com

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
Response

Ministry of Power is the national
authority on production of power.
The Ministry expressed support for
the project as it will assist with
Ghana National Energy Policy (Feb
2010) target of increased installed
generation capacity to meet growing
demands though IPP development.
Their only comments on the project
were that all EPA requirements were
followed to obtain the necessary
Environmental Permit.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged the Ministry’s
comments, and provided
assurance that EPA and
international requirements
would indeed be followed.

TMA are the authority in charge of
the Tema region. The TMA
expressed support for the project,
appreciating the need to meet the
power shortfall.
TMA confirmed that the project is
located in the Tema Heavy Industrial
Area (THIA) and that it is prohibited
for people to farm or live in the THIA.
TMA advised that it has recently
inaugurated a committee to find ways
to stop people from farming or living
in the industrial area, but that no
plans were yet in place.
No specific concerns about the
project were raised. TMA advised
that the project will require a building
permit from the TMA. The application
will require supporting technical and
environmental studies.
TMA advised that the Department of
Urban Roads under the Tema
Metropolitan Assembly should be
consulted to assist with traffic
situation during the transportation of
equipment.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged the TMA’s
comments.

Sentuo Steel is located adjacent to
the southern end of the TTPC site,
approximately 500m southwest of the
plant site. It is a steel scrap
processing plant which produces
cast steel billets and rods.
Sentuo Steel is currently constructing
a new plant and are about 90% to
completion. They have a direct
electricity offtake from VRA and are
not on the ECG network.
Concerns were raised regarding
safety aspects of the project and the
risk of explosions. This was
considered a risk due to the siting of
a large number of power plants and
fuel depots close to their site, as they
run at high temperatures.
Sentuo Steel confirmed that they had
no issues regarding the laying of

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged the
comments and information
provided by Sentuo Steel.
The team advised that the
project will be designed and
operated to international
standards, including
rigorous safety requirements
to mitigate this risk to as low
as reasonably practicable.
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Summary of Discussion
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
Response

project pipes in front of their
company premises, but expressed
that care should be taken not to
break or destroy any existing pipes.
Sentuo Steel reported that dust
pollution had been an issue in the
area. They reported having installed
new dust collectors to their old plants
at the start of August, in response to
complaints about dust pollution from
neighbouring companies.
Sentuo Steel also confirmed that
construction of their new plant had
been halted by EPA.
26/08/2015

Tema
East
Submetropolitan Assembly
Follow up meeting with
Madam Rita Damani
(Tema
East
Sub-Metro
Director)

26/08/2015

EPA (Accra Headquarters)
Director Badu-Yeboah
(Environmental Compliance)

A follow up meeting was held
between EPL, the ESIA team and
Madam Damani to discuss the
proposed community consultation
and socio-economic baseline
activities.
Madam Damani confirmed that Tema
East jurisdiction includes Community
1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and New Town, and
the THIA. It was agreed that these
areas could be consulted as two
groups (Tema New Town, and the
rest as one group). The focus group
approach and basis for this were
discussed and it was agreed that the
group should consist of at least a
representative of the Chief, women,
youth groups, church and the
relevant council.
Madam Damani advised that she did
not feel the communities would feel
left out if they were not widely
consulted. She suggested that whilst
some community members would
notice the development works, the
project is not considered to be
widespread knowledge in the
community

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged the
comments and information
provided by Madam
Damani.

A follow up meeting was held with
the director to provide an update on
progress with the project and ESIA,
and to discuss the proposed
community consultation and socioeconomic baseline activities.
The EPA advised it will be pleased to
receive the submission. The EPA
reiterated that based on the location
and limited impacts of the project, it
did not require a socio-economic
assessment and formal public
disclosure for the ESIA, or a fullscale ESIA report. However, the
EPA understands the need for socioeconomic assessment and full ESIA
report, including proportional

EPL confirmed it would
submit the report and
request a ‘fast track’ review.
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Summary of Discussion
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
Response

community consultation, to meet with
international requirements. The EPA
raised no objections to the proposed
focus group approach for socioeconomic baseline data collections.
27/08/2015

Tema
Development
Corporation (TDC) (Tema
office)
William
Surveyor)

Roso

(Chief

27/08/2015

Sunon
Asogli
(Ghana) Ltd.

Power

27/08/2015

Trojan Power Limited
TTPC
Plant Manager

TDC is a government institution set
up to assist in the development of
Tema. It is the end owner of large
areas of land in Tema, including
THIA, which it leases to business or
individuals, including the VRA.
Mr Roso said he had not known
previously about the project, but
welcomed new power generation.
He expressed his support for the
project.
He raised no specific concerns about
the project, but noted that many
companies have requested RoWs in
the area. He advised that these
need to be considered by the project,
and that EPL should contact TDC to
ensure all RoWs are appropriate.
From his own knowledge of working
within TDC, Mr Roso advised that the
drainage network in Tema and
around the project site is extensive
and reported not being aware of any
historical flooding issues.
He advised TDC can guide disposal
of construction waste. He reported
that he believes that there is not
significant contamination in the
project area generally, as previously
the land was farmed. He could not
confirm if there is a landfill which
could accept hazardous waste, but
advised that there is a landfill to the
east of the site, near Kpone.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged the
comments and information
provided by Mr Roso.

Brief meeting with un-named
administrative person.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
requested a formal meeting
to be arranged with the
relevant person responsible
for environmental
management.

The plant manager confirmed that he
was aware of the Ghana Bridge
Project, but not of the status.
He provided an overview of the
currently limited operational status of
the Trojan plant, which is operating
on a gas / diesel mix, with only
around 50% of the machines
operating at one time.
No specific concerns about the
Ghana Bridge project were raised.
The plant manager confirmed that
Trojan had plans to expand their

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged the
comments and information
provided by Trojan Power
Limited.
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Summary of Discussion
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
Response

plant into vacant land adjacent to the
south of the current engine buildings.
05/10/2015

Energy Commission
Anthony Bleeboo
(Deputy
Director,
Office
Technical Regulations)

05/10/2015

VALCO
Harrison Adu-Agyei
(Manager,
Power
and
Integrated
Aluminium
Business)

The Energy Commission regulate
and manage the development and
utilization of energy resources in
Ghana. They also provide the legal,
regulatory and supervisory
framework for providers of energy in
the country, specifically by granting
licences for the transmission.
Mr. Bleboo informed the team that a
provisional siting permit had been
granted for the project. He advised
that the permit would only be
validated on receipt of an
Environmental permit and Grid
impact study from GRIDCo.
Mr. Bleboo advised that he did not
foresee any unacceptable impacts
from the project.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged the
comments and information
provided by the Energy
Commission.

The VALCO aluminium installation is
located about 1km south of the
project. VALCO is an aluminium
smelter with a 200,000 metric tons/
yr production capacity. The
company employs about 2000
people. Currently, VALCO reported
that it is operating at 20% of its
production capacity because of
power availability.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged the
comments and information
provided by VALCO and
advised that any potential
impacts relating to leakages
from pipes are considered
appropriately in the ESIA.

VALCO reported plans to build a
power plant close to Atuabo, which
would enable operation at full
capacity. They could then expand
their production capacity by 360,000
metric tons/yr.
At full capacity VALCO requires
380MW to operate successfully but
at the current 20% production
capacity they only require 75MW.
They must have a continuous supply
of electricity (24 hours/day, 7 days a
week) because their operations can’t
be interrupted. They are currently
use 500kV generators to power their
administration block and hospital.
Mr Adu-Agyei stated that as the
project area was already designated
for power generation, he did not
foresee any problems in relation to
the proposed project. He did
express a concern about potential
leakages from the fuel supply pipes.
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Summary of Discussion
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Comment

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
Response

He stated that the power generated
by the project could not be used
directly by VALCO as it would be
more expensive than their current
source (hydro power). However, he
stated his support for the project
because the additional electricity
generated from thermal power would
mean that a greater proportion of
hydro-generated power would be
available to industrial users.
05/10/2015

Sunon
Asogli
(Ghana) Ltd.
Scott Zhang
(Electric Engineer)
Delali Amaglo
(PRO)
Emmanuel Edu
(HSE Officer)

Power

Sunon Asogli Power Ltd. is an
operating power plant located in the
Kpone District in the vicinity of the
site. The company is jointly owned
by Shenzhen Energy group
Company Limited (60%) and China
African Development Fund (40%).
They have a installed capacity of
200MW on gas and employee
approximately 150 personnel. The
company plans to expand their
installed capacity by 360MW.
The company representatives did not
report anticipating any problems or
impacts from the project. They
indicated support for the project as it
will improve supply of electricity in
Ghana.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged the
comments and information
provided by Sunon Asogli
Power (Ghana) Ltd.

Pictures from ESIA Phase Site Visit Meetings Held in August 2015
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Figure A1: Meeting with GWC

Figure A2: Meeting with GRIDCo

Figure A3: Meeting with VRA-TTPC
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Figure A4: Meeting with ECG
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Figure A5: Meeting with Tema East Sub-metro

Figure A6: Meeting with Tema Steel Works
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Figure A7: Meeting with Kpone Thermal Power Plant

Figure A8: Meeting with EPA Tema
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Figure A9: Meeting with Tema Fuel Company

Figure A10: Meeting with Tema Metropolitan Assembly
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Figure A11: Meeting with Sentuo Steel Company
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Table A3: ESIA Phase Consultation Meetings Held in June 2016
Summary of Discussions
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Response

01/06/2016

Sunon Asgoli
Power Plant, Tema

The EPL project and project team was
introduced.

Mr. Felix Quansar
(Premier Resource
Consulting)

Details of the Sunon Asgoli Power Plant were
confirmed as:


Phase 1: Two x 100 MW gas-fired CCGT
GE plants, currently shut down as gas
supply was cut off



Phase 2: Two x 180 MW gas-fired CCGT
GE, under development with first plant
recently commissioned.



Total capacity: 560 MW



Premier Resource Consulting prepared the
ESIA.



Monitoring of stack emissions, and ambient
air quality and noise at four plant boundary
locations was reported to have been
initially undertaken by Envaserv Research
Consulting Ltd using an AQM65 Compact
Air Quality Monitoring Station. The project
subsequently purchased its own mobile
monitoring equipment. There were
calibration problems in 2015, so the data
collected in 2014 is considered to be more
representative and this was provided by
email.



Modelling to predict the impact of stack
emissions has been undertaken.

Environmental
Consultant

02/06/2016

VRA Station 3,
Tema

The EPL project and project team was
introduced.

Amos Osei-Adu,
Julius Amesimeku,
William Tawiah

Details of the VRA Station 3 Plant were
confirmed as:


Two x 400 MW and one x 300 MW gas &
diesel-fired open cycle Siemens plants,
currently shut down as gas supply was cut
off.



Only one of the 400 MW plants is currently
commissioned, but all are built. Stack
heights are ~15-18 m.



Total capacity: 1100 MW

Station 3 Control
Room Technicians

EPL/Jacobs
Consultancy Response
Details of the modelling
were requested by
EPL/Jacobs
Consultancy, and this
was agreed to.

EPL/Jacobs Consultancy
acknowledged the
information provided by
VRA Station 3 staff.

Normal fuel is gas, with diesel to be used on an
emergency basis only.
The implementation of co-generation to provide
steam is planned and space allowed in the plant
layout.
Monitoring of stack emissions is not required by
the Ghana EPA, as the design specification is
well below the relevant standards.
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Summary of Discussions
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Response

EPL/Jacobs
Consultancy Response

No modelling to predict the impact of emissions
has been undertaken.
No issues or concerns were raised by the VRA
staff regarding the proposed EPL project
02/06/2016

Trojan Power
expansion
Information collected
from VRA personnel
as above, site
observations and
internet search

Details of the Trojan Power expansion were
confirmed as:


Thirty-six (36) x 1.56 MW gas-fired Type
16V 4000 L32 gensets, shut down at time
of visit as gas supply was cut off.



Total capacity: 56 MW

N/A

Project delivered by MTU Onsite Energy.
03/06/2016

EPA (Accra
Headquarters)
Kwabena BaduYeboah
(Ag.
Director of
Environment
Assessment & Audit
Division)

Meeting attended by site visit party along with
EPL personnel: Richard Wilcock, Kingsley
Asare, Maanaa Stanley-Pierre
The format of the proposed submission was
discussed.

EPL submitted a formal
notification of the
intention to submit an
addendum report to the
ESIA due to changes in
the project design.

It was agreed that:
- sections which have been substantially
modified will be re-issued in full as standalone
documents,
- a comprehensive listing of other changes will
be provided.
- the updated ESIA will be provided in full
Six (6) hard copies of all documents to be
provided. An electronic copy will be needed
once the addendum has been approved.
th

The submission date is 24 June.
The EPA advised that a reduced fee for the
submission will be possible, since full fees have
already been paid.
The cumulative impacts of operations within the
industrial complex were also briefly discussed.
The EPA would like to undertake a strategic
assessment of the air quality impacts, but have
no funding to do so at present.
03/06/2016

Cenpower Kpone
IPP Power Plant

The EPL project and project team was
introduced.

Frederick Danso,
HSE Manager

Details of the Kpone IPP Plant and construction
status were confirmed as:

Cenpower
Generation
Company, Kpone
IPP, Tema



Two CCGT GE electric frame 9E turbines
with double pass NEM HRSGs, Siemens’
steam turbine.



Start up on diesel, operating on light crude
oil (LCO) or distillate (TFO). Under
construction; to be commissioned Qtr 3,
2017. Plant hopes to switch to gas supply
from Qtr 2, 2018.

The team thanked
Cenpower for its
participation and
indicated that EPL will
provide a formal letter of
request to support
information sharing.
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Summary of Discussions
Date

Stakeholder
Stakeholder Response

EPL/Jacobs
Consultancy Response

Modelling of predicted impacts to air quality has
been undertaken. As this indicated a possible
exceedance of some of the air quality standards,
further design work is underway to reduce the
impact to acceptable levels.
Sharing of project data was promised following
receipt of a formal request from the project.

Table A4: ESIA Phase Consultation Meetings Held in May-June 2017
Date

03/05/17

Stakeholder

Marado
Company Ltd
Robert
Adomako
(Director)
Land owner of
western portion
of Stage 2 site
(including
switchyard)

EPL / ESIA Team
Response

Summary of Discussion

Marado Company Ltd (‘Marado’) acts as a
products distributor for European companies,
for products including medical equipment,
business stationary and electrical security and
banking services devices (ID cards, access
cards). Its offices are located in Community 12
in Tema
EPL provided an introduction to the project,
including all infrastructure, timing and
development phases, including current preNTP activities.
The ESIA team then confirmed the two
purposes of the meeting as consultation as the
land owner and formal stakeholder. The team
also enquired about the approach planned by
Marado for relocating the farmers currently on
the site, and the EPL’s expectations regarding
compliance with international standards. The
team asked the director about concerns or
issues with the development and also about
the farmers that have been identified on the
Marado-owned portion of Stage 2 site.
The project has entered in to a long term land
lease agreement with Marado, and the Director
confirmed Marado is very supportive of the
project. It originally wished to become a
shareholder, but agreed a long lease instead.
The director is aware of the farming on the site
and has been in communication with the
farmers to inform them about the leasing of the
land and future development for EPL.
The farmers are not relatives of the director or
any other company member. There are 2 male
farmers, along with relatives helping them.
The names they have given to the land owner
are Ali and Busanga. Farming has taken place
for three years on the site. Farming only now
continues in certain areas as the company has
been trying to sell the land for many years.

N/A
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Date

Stakeholder

Summary of Discussion

EPL / ESIA Team
Response

Marado confirmed it is pleased to support the
project and does not have any concerns
regarding E&S or other impacts associated
with the development. It supports the project
because power is very much needed in Ghana
03/05/17

Department of
Urban Roads
(DUR), Tema
Mr. Benjamin
Bampoe
(Director)
Mrs.
(Administration)
Mr. Kingsley
Donkor
(Contracts
Manager)
Mr. Richard
Amankwa
(Maintenance &
Supervision
Manager)

DUR is located in the main Tema township,
Community 21. This government agency’s
main mandate is to oversee the construction
and maintenance of all roads within the Tema
District with the exception of those within
Ashaiman and the main Tema highway
(motorway). They also oversee roads within
their neighbouring Kpone-Katamanso areas.
The agency has only recently (2016) been
devolved from decision making at main
government level.
A brief introduction was made about the project
to the DUR team including the project’s plans
to drill beneath Valco Road and to place
protective barriers adjacent to road crossings
of the TOR pipeline RoW. The team
requested confirmation of the procedure for the
approval of the placement of concrete crash
barriers for pipeline protection.
The team also requested for maps of
underground pipe network of proposed site
areas so as not to impact existing drainage and
pipelines of nearby companies. Unfortunately
no such maps are available at DUR, Tema.
The DUR team indicated that requirements for
road crossings and road furniture placement
include the submission of a traffic impact
assessment to the DUR, Tema for approval
(Road Crossing permit). Road Crossing fees
are to be paid to the DUR, Tema for all road
crossings and are charged per meter.
Approval of all subcontractors for under-road
drilling is to be done by DUR, Tema.
Subcontractors must be included in the DUR’s
approved list of contractors. A letter is to be
submitted in this regard with a profile of all
contractors and subcontractors to be approved
for ‘no objection’. The ‘no objection’ letter
would take less than a day to be processed.
Clearances are to be checked from all relevant
government departments (stakeholders) within
the project area.
Joint inspection/ inventory to be done with
DUR, Tema to ensure road reservation
boundaries.
The Director expressed his agreement with
project overall as he is of the opinion that
power demand will increase in the near future

The team confirmed that
an ESIA has been
completed and
approved by NEMA and
that this is currently
undergoing amendment.
The ESIA includes a
transport assessment.
With regards to local
content, EPL has
produced a Social
Investment Strategy to
be implemented as part
of the project. This is
geared to provide an
appropriate level of
support to local people
in communities close to
the site.
As the project is
designed to comply with
both Ghana and
international standards,
it was confirmed that the
human resources
procurement process
has significant local
content requirements in
line with IFC PS2.
The team confirmed that
the project will
implement a grievance
mechanism for the
community to have
direct contact with the
plant’s management
team.
EPL confirmed that it
will notify DUR once
notice to proceed has
been issued and that its
contractors will liaise
with DUR in coordination with TDC
regarding amendments
to existing permits to
allow for crash
barriers/road crossings,
regarding the proposed
transportation routes
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Date

Stakeholder

Summary of Discussion

with the increase of commercial and industrial
activities in the area.
Concerns:
Local content percentage usually not
satisfactory to the surrounding communities for
similar projects. Also, community members
would prefer direct contact to plant
management.
Inquired of any CSR actions to be implemented
during the lifetime of the project.

EPL / ESIA Team
Response

and managing
associated impacts, for
example through
implementation of the
project’s Traffic
Management Plan.

Inquired of traffic disruptions and appropriate
diversions.
03/05/17

Volta River
Authority (VRA)
Mr. Hans
(Environmental
Manager)

A brief update was given on the project
changes and new sites, including regarding the
ongoing pre-NTP works and proposed timing of
post-NTP works.
Mr Hans confirmed that comments and
concerns have been previously provided on
behalf of VRA in the form of meetings and
responses to questionnaires during previous
consultation rounds.
The previous concerns were mainly regarding
the proximity of the originally proposed EPL
plant location to the existing VRA power
plant(s). As the new EPL project plant sites
are further away, these concerns are no longer
relevant.
He confirmed that the Trojan site is dual fuel
but was formerly running on either LPG
(liquefied petroleum gas) or compressed gas
before it was shut down due to inadequate gas
supply. Currently, only the diesel powered
machines are in operation. There have
however been about 4-5 fires in the last 6
months at the Trojan site.

EPL confirmed it is also
committed to sharing
information to protect
the airshed.
The team indicated it
will submit an updated
data request letter along
with the notes of the
meeting.

Capacity of VRA/Cenit Power is 2 plants of
110MW each, GE Frame 9 turbines. They
currently operate in open cycle mode and there
are plans for expansion to combined cycle
mode.
Mines Reserve Plant - 60 MW capacity,
running on gas, though one unit is currently
down. The whole station is to be
decommissioned in 2019. New replacement
stations are under consideration, possibly
frame 9, but there are limitations due to the
current available transformer capacities.
These would also run only on gas.
VRA performs hand held ambient air quality
monitoring. They used to have a weather
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Date

Stakeholder

Summary of Discussion

EPL / ESIA Team
Response

station and static air quality monitoring unit, but
now use mobile hand-held units for testing due
to lower operational costs and flexibility. They
are willing to share data with EPL providing a
letter is submitted per the request. It was
explained that the ambient air quality data was
to aid the shared responsibility in
environmental air quality management of the
area to which Mr. Hans agreed, reiterating that
it was the responsibility of all the companies in
the area.
The new Station 3 Seimens machines have a
capacity of 49.5MW.
However, they have not been commissioned as
no gas is available for operation. VRA would
use LNG if required quantities were available,
but this is not yet possible. The VRA / Cenit
power plants are currently running on LCO
(light crude oil), diesel and gas. Operations
have been curtailed as LCO supplies have
been depleted. Station 3 has not been in
operation since last year May (2016) due to
lack of gas availability. Gas mainly reaches the
Sunon Asogli Power plant but not enough to
reach VRA. The Station 3 expansions run on a
dual fuel system while the old Station 3
machines are gas only.
Mr. Hans had no further comments or concerns
different from what were previously noted. He
is not aware of any flooding or records of
historical flooding within this part of Tema
within the past 10 years. He attributes this to
the large storm drain between the VRA site and
the EPL site which intercepts all runoff.
04/05/17

Tema Oil
Refinery Jetty
GPHA (Ghana
Ports and
Harbour
Authority) /TOR
(Tema Oil
Refinery) Jetty
tour
Mr. Isaac
Kankam Boadu
(Electrical
Technician)

A tour of the TOR jetty was provided by
security and technical start. An off-load of lube
oil was in progress during the visit, therefore
the team could not access the loading arm
area.
The jetty handles petrol, gas oil, RFO
(Residual Fuel Oil), and naphtha (light and
heavy) for import, distribution and also
exportation from TOR.

EPL to formally request
TOR EMP’s including
emergency spill
response and clean up,
as well as fire
procedures etc.

The 5 loading arms include:
6” loading arm for discharging LPG
10” line for refined products (inc. naptha)
6” mainline, and,
18” for RFO and crude oil.
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Stakeholder

Summary of Discussion

EPL / ESIA Team
Response

The arm is coupled with a manifold and
petroleum products discharged to TOR. There
are different arms for different products.
They also have a booster station at TFC
(Tema Fuel Company).
EPL is planning to install a 12” loading arm to
be discharged once a week. It is proposed to
replace the existing 8” LPG loading arm.
For 7000/8000 metric tonnes, it usually takes
an average of 3 days, a minimum of 2 days
and a maximum of 4 days to discharge LPG
continuously from a vessel. The maximum gas
that can be discharged is 8000 metric tonnes
due to the available capacity of their storage
tanks.
TOR has an environmental and safety
management system including emergency
response plans for spills and fire systems.
Formerly they used a pigging system for
cleaning the pipes and separating oil products.
The current system however, involves washing
with water then separation for oil pipelines, and
‘air blowing’ for gas pipelines.
They drain oily contents into a sump and expel
any remaining fugitive gas contents through a
vent at sea level. Sump contents are loaded
onto a truck for reprocessing at TOR.
Firefighting is overseen/operated by Ghana
Ports Authority and Ghana Fire Service, but
there are fire lines and fire wardens in the
operational staff. TOR Also incoming vessels
have their own procedures which include the
filling and exchange of lists of fire prevention
and management equipment. This is done in
order to know what each team has available.
There has however been no major fire accident
in over 10 years. The surrounding sea water is
clean and clear with no sheen, no visible spills
and smell of petroleum products.
20 20
Construction
and Engineering
(land owner of
eastern section
of Stage 2 site)
David Kojo
Anagbo
(Director)

20 20 is an engineering and building
construction company. The Stage 2 site land
owned by 20 20 as a commercial investment.
20 20 was considering a number of other
development scenarios before EPL contacted
them regarding the project.
EPL provided an intro to the project followed
by the ESIA team, which confirmed the two
purposes of the meeting as consultation as the
land owner and formal stakeholder, and also
with regard to confirmation about the approach

EPL and the ESIA team
committed to liaising
with 20 20 going
forward regarding the
relocation/compensation
process for the affected
PAPs.
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Stakeholder

Summary of Discussion

EPL / ESIA Team
Response

planned for relocating the family living on the
site and the small business, and the EPL’s
expectations regarding compliance with
international standards for managing the
relocation of the PAPs.
Historically, Ghana was suffering from the
‘Dumsor’ (“off/on”) issues, with power supply
and Mr Anagbo was personally affected at
home and commercially through the cost of
running generators. EPL then engaged with
20 20 regarding use of the land for Stage 2 of
the proposed project and an agreement was
reached in March 2017. 20 20 fully supports
the project and has no concerns. 20 20 has
been notified in regular discussion with EPL
about the planned construction programme.
The caretaker of the site is a close family
member who lives on site with his wife and at
least one child. He provides odd-jobs including
building/masonary services for businesses in
the area and does not actually ‘work’ on the
premises.
20 20 also informally allowed a portion of the
site to be used free of charge by a Small
transport and distribution company – God
Knows Enterprise. He has identified a place to
relocate his business and 20 20 will provide
assetance for the move. Mr Anagbo confirmed
that God Knows may opt to move to Accra or
move back to his village.
EPL reminded Mr Anagbo of the clause in the
land lease documentation regarding
compliance with international standards. The
team talked through the general requirements
of PS5 and Mr Anagbo agreed to work
together with EPL to ensure that an
appropriate process would be put in place.
04/05/17

J. Q. Packaging
Limited
Mr. Gary
(Marketing
Manager)

EPL provided a description of the project and
provided notification of the proposed schedule
including commencement of pre-NTP and
pipeline activities.
A brief recap of previously discussed plans for
EPL’s noise level measurements was
provided.
The ESIA team then explained the background
to the monitoring and also gave an overview of
the noise assessment that would be
undertaken as part of the ESIA.
The noise monitor was set up at the J.Q. living
quarters, close to the nearest window facing
the proposed EPL site. The block also serves
as store room, but one male worker is currently
residing there. Set up was completed at
2:25pm to be picked up on the following
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Saturday (06/07/2017) afternoon.
04/05/17

Trojan Power
Philip Taylor
(Plant Manager)

EPL provided a description of the project and
provided notification of the proposed schedule
including commencement of pre-NTP and
pipeline activities.

N/A

The new expansion was installed in 2016/17,
but is not operating. It is a Trojan and V Power
joint venture with 50MW capacity. New
regasification facilities are being built adjacent
to the new expansion to deal with either
liquefied NG or compressed NG (not
confirmed) and will apparently be delivered by
truck from the harbour. The first consignment
apparently be delivered in June. Sunon Asogli
will also use the LNG and has almost
completed its regasification unit. Trucks will
deliver via VRA compound entrance, not from
the south although construction access will be
from Valco Road through the Cirrus Oil Limited
terminal.
Trojan 1 previously used biofuel, but not
currently available so now using diesel. 32
CAT engines provide approximately 25MW full
capacity, but currently only 6 engines are
running whilst other engines are being
refurbished so likely output of ~5MW.
Trojan 1 is planned to be replaced with 40MW
repowering, comprising 4 x 10 MW gas
engines.
Trojan 2 is 20.8MW full capacity with 25 CAT
engines. 16 engines running presently on
diesel.
A discussion was held on Stage 1 power cable
RoW from Stage 1 site into GRIDCo
switchyard. The Trojan construction workforce
had recently cut through an electric cable as
part of works for the LNG tanks.
Trojan is supportive of the EPL project and
does not anticipate any environmental or social
issues associated with the project as it is
located in the heavy industry zone and outside
the Trojan company boundary.
05/05/17

Cenpower KIPP
Frederick Danso
(HSE Officer)

EPL provided a description of the project and
provided notification of the proposed schedule
including commencement of pre-NTP and
pipeline activities.
Cenpower Kpone Independent Power
Producer (KIPP) are constructing a large
~350MW CCGT plant with two Frame 9e GE
turbines, HRSGs, steam turbine and once

N/A
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through seawater cooling system.
KIPP provided a tour of their site to EPL and
the ESIA team representatives.
KIPP does not have any concerns about the
project. Mr Danso is supportive of the EPL
project and wishes to work collaboratively with
regard to ambient air quality management
issues.
An information request letter was submitted
again
05/05/17

Aksa Energy
Samuel (Aki)
Essuman
(Environment
Manager)

EPL provided a description of the project and
provided notification of the proposed schedule
including commencement of pre-NTP and
pipeline activities.
The Aksa plant has a permit for 370 MW - 22 x
Wartsilla reciprocating engines. However, only
3 of 4 phases (power houses) are currently
constructed with 11 x 17MW units are
commissioned and installed capacity at
~200MW. Whether the next phase proceeds
depends on ongoing commercial discussions.
Cooling is via radiators. Water is bowsered in,
but pipeline to Ghana Water Company
connection is in planning.
There are currently 3 x 70m combined stacks.
7 units are connected to stacks currently with 4
in progress. The plant was commissioned at
the beginning of April 2017.
Aksa conducts monitoring through an on-site
air quality meter including data for CO, NO2,
SOx, PM1.0, 2.5 and PM 10. Aksa also has a
weather station. Instrumentation is calibrated
every three months. The EIA apparently
includes assessments using a 90m stack and
predicts grounding of plume concentrations at
times 462 m in Blue Ocean Investments (Puma
Energy aviation fuel).
Currently the site has 70m stacks and no
continuous emissions monitoring system
(CEMS) is installed. Manual stack monitoring
and wider community ambient monitoring is
planned, but has not yet commenced.
No hazardous waste has apparently been
generated by the project yet. HFO apparently
does not require in site treatment so sludge
disposal is not an issue. Oily waste goes to
Ecostar and inert solid waste goes to Zoom
Lion.
Mr Essuman is supportive of additional power
projects in Ghana. He had the following
questions/comments,
How is EPL managing stakeholder and
community consultation and how is EPL

The team confirmed that
a comprehensive
stakeholder
engagement
programme has been
initiated by EPL. This
includes community
focus group meetings
along with stakeholder
engagement meetings
such as this.
The EPL project utilises
LPG which is the
cleanest fuel aside from
natural gas and so the
plant will contribute less
significant air emissions
than almost all the other
plants in the air shed.
Significant impacts from
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08/05/17

Stakeholder

Kpone
Katamanso
District
Assembly
(KKDA)
Mr. Vincent
Yeboah
(District Works
Engineer)

Summary of Discussion

EPL / ESIA Team
Response

considering air quality.
Suggestions:
Geotechnical investigations should be
undertaken as the ground conditions in the
THIA can be difficult.
He advised that H&S measures are strictly
implemented as this can be a challenge in
Ghana.
For waste management, he commented that it
is important to use a registered local company
to dispose of waste.

the project emissions
were not predicted by
the ESIA.
Mr Essuman’s
suggestions are kindly
noted by EPL and the
ESIA team. The team
confirmed that the
project will enforce an
international standard
EHS management
system, which will
include appropriate
waste management and
disposal protocols.

KKDA is the local municipal authority for the
portion of THIA which includes the plant and
tank farm infrastructure and much of the below
ground section of the pipeline. This includes
the section of Valco Road where there are a
number of informal kiosks (opposite Sentuo
Steel) which could be impacted by the pipeline
route if it is not possible to use the northernmost road reserve.
The meeting was requested both as an
updated consultation meeting, but also to
discuss potential displacement issues and
associated options in the event that the
pipeline could not be routed on the north side
of Valco road.
Mr. Yeboah was present at the sod-cutting
ceremony for the EPL project. The KKDA
offices are adjacent to the Kpone Traditional
Council. Its jurisdiction covers Kpone and Aburi
area, sharing boundaries with Tema to the
west, Dangbe West to the east and Akuapem
South (Aburi area) to the north, and Gulf of
Guinea to the south.
KKDA provides planning / building
permissions. It was noted that EPL obtained
Stage 1 and tank farm building permit in
February 2017 and the pipeline permit in April
2017.
EPL provided an update on project progress,
including notification of the likely timing of
notice to proceed and summary of the pre-NTP
works including the site preparation and the
potential requirement to relocate the kiosks.
For safety reasons, the kiosks would not be
able to remain on the pipeline right of way after
construction and so an alternative site would
be necessary.

EPL assured Mr
Yeboah that it will
involve KKDA in any
potential discussions
regarding potential
displacement impacts
and will share the
existing ARAP prepared
for Stage 1 of the
project.

The ESIA agreed that if
relocation occurs, it
should ideally be close
to the existing site or
other kiosks will move
into the area to
accommodate the
supply need for local
businesses.
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Mr Yeboah wasn’t fully aware of the latest
pipeline route and appeared not to be aware
that pipeline setting out had commenced.
Mr. Yeboah advised that EPL should involve
the assembly in any discussions the kiosk
owners and that any stakeholder meetings
should be held at the EPL premises if possible,
rather than KKDA. Mr Yeboah confirmed that
the kiosks do not have legal tenure for their
site as they are located within the heavy
industry zoned area and that they are likely to
be moved in the future once a local solution is
agreed. If required, any relocation should be
close to the existing site so as not to disrupt
the activities of the vendors and also help to
retain their customer base in the adjacent
industrial installations. Also that EPL consider
construction of more formal (and tidier)
structures for the kiosks on an alternative site
to be agreed with KKDA and TDC.
One potential relocation site was identified by
KKDA adjacent to Sentuo steel, but further
advice would be provided once a KKDA
representative had visit the site. It was agreed
that EPL would schedule a follow up meeting
with KKDA to survey the existing area and
suggest alternative sites for relocation.
A discussion was held on appropriate methods
for ensuring that, if resettlement of the kiosks is
required, new kiosks cannot move on to the
vacated site. Mr Yeboah suggested EPL could
erect a fence or steel posts to prevent cars
from parking along the road reserve area and
therefore providing. KKDA would also use its
inspection team to safeguard the area and
handle any complaints about new
encroachment.
A separate discussion was then held on the
permissions for roadside storm drainage.
KKDA confirmed that drainage can be
constructed within the path of the pipeline
under the already provided permit; however,
associated engineering drawings must be
submitted to the KKDA. This includes future
road designs.

EPL confirmed that it is
implementing a Social
Investment Strategy
(SIS) which is currently
in draft form and would
be discussed with
KKDA going forward.
The draft SIS currently
includes actions such as
support for local schools
at Tema New town and
youth
training/scholarship
opportunities.
EPL also confirmed that
the project will follow
Ghanaian and
international
requirements regarding
labour issues and local
content. EPL requested
an inventory of the
KKDA youth / local
workforce and their
respective skills so that
it could share this with
its EPC contractor.

Opinions on the Project and concerns:
Mr. Yeboah considered that granting of EPL’s
planning permits demonstrated KKDA support
for the project. He considered that potential
impacts to the area are progressive and so
would likely not the seen immediately. He
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indicated KKDA formed a partnership with
CenPower to collaborate for CSR activities and
that any community activities should be
designed to provide benefits to the wider
KKDA jurisdiction.
He enquired after employment opportunities
and employment and noted that KKDA should
be involved in the employment process to
make more job opportunities more widely
available to community members.
Overall, he is happy about the project and also
looks forward to the inception of the project as
well as the involvement of the local work force
in the project.
09/05/17

Tema Oil
Refinery (TOR)
(Environmental
and Safety
Management
Department)
Seth
Acheampong
(Senior Safety
Officer)
Mark Quist
(Environmental
Services
Manager)
Mrs. Mary
Kwafo
(Senior
Environmental
Officer)

Meetings were held with TOR’s environmental
and safety team and also with the inspection
team. A brief introduction was giving on the
EPL project and the latest changes.
EPL requested information on TORs
operational monitoring and inspection activities
along its pipeline RoW which EPL will be
utilising. Also requested were copies of TORs
management system documents, including fire
and emergency response and whether any
improvements to security were planned by
TOR – particularly with regard to public
access.
TOR’s Projects department is currently leading
commercial discussions with EPL, but the
Environmental department is aware of the
project. The request for management plans
should be by letter to the TOR managing
director.

EPL will issue a formal
information request
letter to TOR regarding
for formal details on
safety procedures,
emergency response
planning etc.

It was confirmed that TOR has the following
active product lines:
24” crude oil line;
18” Residual Fuel Oil (HFO);
14” gasoline;
10” gas oil / kerosene oil line; and,
6” LPG.
TOR owns its RoW. It has security posts every
200m along the pipeline and the security
guards do visual inspection of the pipeline.
TOR also has an inspection department which
routinely inspects the pipeline, including
physical integrity. CCTV monitors were
installed, but not working currently. There is
not sufficient space for car/truck access down
one of the lines.
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RoW technical inspections are annual (during
March or April), including thickness testing.
Visual inspections are continuous by security.
Hydro tests are done on any repairs or new
lines in combination with visual inspections.
Previous issues include diesel tampering and
issues with crude oil line due to seawater (no
further details provided).
Various measures have been proposed to
address these. The security posts were
installed to stop the diesel tampering problem,
which has been successful. Meetings are
ongoing regarding further corrective works, but
budgets are limited.
TOR has had two significant fire accidents in
the recent past. The most recent, in 2010, was
a fire outbreak on the naptha pipeline caused
as a result of a leak from a rusty section of the
pipeline. Flooding during wet season
promotes vegetation growth which obscured
the pipeline. Naptha flowed on the water to an
ignition source. The location is 200m south of
the Valco Road behind the CPC (Cocoa
Processing Company) premises. This area is
one of the two hotspots on the line. A second
fire occurred prior to this close to the PSC
Shipping yard. At both locations the pipes run
below the railway tracks.
Apart from their exposure to the general public
some of the pipes are positioned under railroad
culvers. TOR would like some collaboration to
elevate these pipes in order to avoid water
contact under the road. Lighting along the
corridor also requires improvement and CCTV
cameras placed along the corridor are no
longer functional.
There remain 2 ‘hot spots’ – the one behind
CPC where the previous fire occurred and one
is closer to the harbour by PSC Shipping Yard.
Both are where culverts run beneath an old
decommissioned rail road. They have
proposed remediation works to improve these
crossing, but these have not yet been
implemented.
The TOR representatives are supportive of the
project and feel that power projects should be
constructed in areas like Tema which are
specifically zoned for the purpose.
However, they noted the following
questions/concerns:
What is EPL’s environmental permit status and
how will the EPL plant be operated?
There was a concern about possible limited

EPL / ESIA Team
Response

EPL confirmed that the
EPL permit from the
EPA is in place and the
plant would be operated
in line with the permit
conditions and
international standards.
EPL explained that the
project is constructing a
new LPG pipeline with
double the existing 6”
capacity which will be
owned and operated by
TOR. EPL will have its
own LPG tank farm and
is only utilising two of
the TOR storage
spheres. The project
will therefore improve
the existing LPG supply
context in Ghana. The
EPL project will also
switch from LPG to
natural gas in future
further improving LPG
availability.
EPL observed that its
plant sites are located
beyond the existing
VRA power plant
complex and that the
design of plant
addresses associated
air emissions and safety
risks, as detailed in the
ESIA. A sprinkler
system for the spheres
as well as full firefighting system for the
plant sites and tank
farm will be in place in
line with Ghana fire
service requirements
and international
standards.
EPL is supportive of
forming a working group
with regard to the
pipeline ROW safety
issues and other issues
which may emerge as
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09/05/17

Stakeholder

Tema Oil
Refinery (TOR),
Inspection
Department
Ebenezer
Acquaah
(Inspection
Manager)

09/05/17

EPA
(head office)

EPL / ESIA Team
Response

Summary of Discussion

LPG supply to the public consumers due to
EPL’s additional use of the product.
Mr. Quist also enquired about the layout of the
EPL plant, and whether exhaust gases and
associated temperatures would be a risk to the
TOR tank farms. He also asked about the fire
and safety systems to be employed on the EPL
tank farm.
Mrs. Kwafo observed that EPL’s presence was
an advantage as it would increase the LPG
supply capacity for TOR.
They also asked if EPL’s pipelines were ready.
The pipes to be placed outside the TOR
premises are ready but the pipes to be
installed within the TOR plant are yet to reach
Ghana.
Mr. Quist suggested the formation of a
TOR/EPL working group to handle arising
issues. As the enclave grows, the safety risks
also increase, particularly regarding road
congestion due to tankers and access for
emergency services. Proposals have been
made to authorities for a dual carriage way to
decongest the area, but these proposals are
yet to be implemented.

part of the project.

Follow on meeting to the above, held with the
above H&S team present.
Mr Acquaah confirmed that TOR in-house
inspections are performed depending on the
type of product. Lines outside the TOR plant
(from the jetty to TOR) are checked annually.
The department maintains the pipelines via
visual checks for pipeline integrity as well as
rust control, thickness checks, hydro checks for
leaks and also makes replacements as and
when they deem it necessary to do so. The
team does walkovers from the jetty to TOR and
from TOR to the jetty. This annual inspection
is done by March/ April.
The Inspections manger reiterated the need for
an improved road network in the area and
restriction of sensitive areas to the public. He
also mentioned the historical issues with
tampering with product lines and has proposed
fencing, barriers etc. These recommendations
are under consideration, but yet to be
implemented due to financial constraints.
He is supportive of the EPL project and agrees
that a working group to discuss the ROW
safety would be a good idea.

N/A

EPL provided a brief update of project changes
since last Environmental Permit update,

EPL confirmed that it
will issue the update
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Peter Akampa
(Permit officer –
prepared EPL
permit)

21/06/17

GOIL (Ghana
Oil)
Mr. John Kojo
Mensah
(Depot
Manager)

Summary of Discussion

EPL / ESIA Team
Response

including emerging issues and shared plans for
updating the ESIA with associated consultation
activities. PEL requested confirmation as to
how the EPA wished to receive the updated
ESIA.
Mr. Akampae advised that a letter should be
written to notify the EPA of changes and plans
to reorganise the ESIA report. Plans for
amendment would not affect the current
environmental permit.
Mr Akampe is very familiar with the EPL
project as he prepared the EPA permit, though
did not review the original ESHIA in detail. He
considers that EPA is satisfied with the
approach taken by the project as the permit
was issued.
Mr Akampae advised that he is not aware of
any other new plants or expansions known to
EPA for the Tema area, other than those
already known to EPL (e.g. AKSA, Cenpower,
Asogli, Trojan).

letter to EPA as
requested.

The team provided a brief update of project
changes since the previous consultation, the
planned updates to the ESIA, timing of the
project development and particularly with
regard to the potential pipeline route change
which may require crossing the GOIL
driveway, which could impact its business.
Mr. Mensah said he was pleased to be of
assistance and showed the Project team
around the GOIL premises, including
confirming the location of pipelines and
connections to Tema Fuel Trade, and older
connections to TOR.
He reported that fuel supply from TOR has
ceased due to issues with TOR plant and GOIL
had therefore sought supply from Tema Fuel
Trade.
GOIL is planning a significant investment with
refurbishment of the current site warehouse,
installation of 3No. steel spheres for fuel
storage, and purchase of more sprinklers and
fuel tankers. Mr Mensah explained that GOILs
Tema premises are the central storehouse for
fuel tanks etc. for all stations and other
distribution locations. They supply significant
customers with fuel, including the president’s
office, and also store fuel for future purposes.
GOIL is supportive of the project and did not
having any concerns regarding EPL’s
upcoming excavations. The GOIL staff do not
work on holidays and weekends and Mr.
Mensah kindly requested that EPL carry out
the works over a weekend – and preferably a

21/06/17
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long weekend. He is willing to work with EPL
to schedule the dates and excavation pan
when EPL is ready to do so.
21/06/17

Sentuo Steel

The team provided a brief update of project
changes since the previous consultation, the
planned updates to the ESIA, timing of the
project development and particularly with
regard to the potential pipeline route change
which may require crossing the GOIL
driveway, which could impact its business. A
recap of earlier consultations with Sentuo Steel
were discussed.
Sentuo is concerned with the potential crossing
of its driveway by the EPL pipeline as it was
felt that Sentuo could be held responsible for
care of the pipeline by TDC, given TMA and
TDC have written to them severally concerning
the upkeep of the frontage of their premises.
Sentuo would require a written guarantee of
safety and the assurance that that they would
not be responsible for any care of the pipeline.
Sentuo is also concerned that further new
developments may result in requirements for
its own plant to install additional emissions
mitigation measures, as has apparently been
required by EPA in response to issues with the
VRA plant air intakes. Sentuo requested a
written guarantee from EPL that it would not
require them to undertake such actions in the
future.
As the Sentuo Managing Director is currently
travelling, it was requested that a follow up
meeting is held with EPL when the MD returns.
No other concerns regarding the EPL project
were presented.

21/06/17

21/06/17

J. Q. Packaging
Limited

The meeting was arranged to discuss and
show Mr. Gary the results from the noise
assessment and discuss potential mitigation
solutions for the temporary impacts during
Stage 1a.
The ESIA team explained that the first phase
of the project would be the noisiest, due to the
operation of gas turbines without the
‘combined cycle’ steam generation component.
This will be like the noise of small jet engines
coming out of the top of the 30m exhaust
stacks and the levels would likely be above
guidelines for sleep disturbance at the JQ
worker accommodation, without mitigation.
Stage 1a will last for approximately 15 months.
After this point, for Stage 1b and Stage 2, with
the addition of steam turbine, the noise will not
be of concern. The results were explained
using the map of noise model data output for

21/06/17

Mr. Gary
(Marketing
Manager)
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sound levels and also a drawing of the plant.
The team proposed that shipping containers
could be used to construct a temporary barrier
~9 high during Stage 1a, to reduce the noise to
the worker accommodation. Modelling results
were used to show how this would reduce the
noise levels.
Mr. Gary expressed no concerns with the
proposed mitigation method and asked if JQ
would need to buy the containers. The team
suggested that containers may possibly be
able to be rented as it would only be used for
15 months. Mr. Gary indicated that J. Q.
Packaging would bear the cost for the
containers and their stacking. However, he
indicated he would need to discuss with his
managing director.
Overall he was in agreement about the
process. He commented that he could not be
certain about the loudness of the noise from
the EPL site and whether the mitigation was
appropriate until operations begin and they
experience the noise for themselves.
21/06/17

Tema Fuel
Trade Ltd.
Mr. Andrews
Baafi Owusu
(Director,
Operations and
Technical
Services)
Mr. Samuel
Anim
(Marketing
Manager)

A brief introduction to the Project, latest
changes and schedule was provided by the
project. The team requested feedback on the
potential pipeline route and also the possibility
of relocating some kiosks on to a site proposed
by KKDA, adjacent to Tema Fuel Trade.
Mr. Owusu, mentioned that he was part of the
committee with NPA that initiated the use of
larger sized LPG pipes for fuel transfer from
the TOR jetty.
He commented that the kiosks along the
proposed pipeline are illegal as they have no
permits and so can be removed by the
authorities. Fuel Trade staff do not patronise
the wares of these vendors and apparently
brought in the police some time ago to remove
some kiosks.
Mr. Owusu suggested that the site
recommended by KKDA for the relocation of
the vendors is under litigation between VRA
and an original land owner. Fuel Trade also
attempted to buy the land but was not
permitted to do so.
Mr. Owusu wanted to know the proximity of
EPL to their premises as well as the
temperature profile and indicated concern
regarding the potential for emissions to impact
the company’s fuel tanks.
Mr Owusu indicated that there had been
violent altercations between his staff and

21/06/17
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Sentuo Steel in 2011. The development of the
Fuel Trade Ltd. premises started in 2010 and
was completed in 2013.
Mr Owusu did not have any other concerns
regarding the project.
21/06/17

Environmental
Protection
agency (EPA)
Mr. Kwabena
Badu Yeboah
(Acting Director
- Environmental
Assessment &
Audit Division)

The purpose of the meeting was to give an
update on the project’s latest changes,
development progress and schedule. Also in
regards to emerging environmental and social
issues (including the potential displacement of
kiosks) and also to seek comment on how to
proceed with the current revision of the ESIA.
Mr. Yeboah advised that a letter should be
written to notify the EPA of Project changes
and plans to update the ESIA report.
Mr. Yeboah asked, whether a location under
consideration for the relocation of PAPs along
the pipeline rout was an appropriate ROW.
He also asked about the depth of the pipeline,
to which Mr. Asare responded that it would be
1.2m or deeper depending on the slope of the
area.

21/06/17

Mr. Yeboah proposed there should be an
appropriate project canteen on the EPL site or
space for vendors. He indicated this should be
for all installations as it’s required by law. The
fact that these are not installed by developers
provides the market for the kiosks. The kiosks
do not have legal tenure as they are located in
the THIA which is zoned for heavy industrial
use.
In response to Mr. Asare’s query regarding the
process for ESIA completion, Mr. Yeboah
advised only an addendum was needed.
However, given the scale of the changes,
requested a preference for submitting one
complete revised document, which confirms in
each chapter the areas of amendments, along
with a cover letter which summarises the
changes.
It was estimated that the ESIA Draft final would
be ready in 2 weeks and feedback from
previously noted EPA comments will be
included in the new report.
Mr. Yeboah explained that the permit would
remain in place. However, it will be reissued to
reflect the project changes, but would still
maintain the previous date of issue. He also
confirmed that a letter should be written
regarding the renewal of the permit about 2
months to expiration.
The Project team reported that the issue
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concerning J.Q. Limited and noise levels from
stacks during Phase 1a is being addressed
through the ESIA noise assessment and
mitigation has been identified and discussed
with JQ in consultations. Mr. Yeboah added
that J.Q. is not an EPA concern as the housing
is illegal and should not be present in that
area.
The Project team reported that the Stage 2 site
farmers and residents are to be relocated by
the landowners, with EPL undertaking an
assessment to consider compensation of
remaining farmers. Also that EPL will monitor
the resettlement done by the land owners.
The team also disclosed an issue whereby
TDC began to remove some of the kiosks from
an area being considered for the potential
pipeline route, but that EPL intervened to
request that this ceases until the pipeline route
is finalised (with the objective to avoid the
kiosks). Mr. Asare requested confirmation
that the remaining pipeline preparation and
ultimately construction works could continue in
the areas without any kiosks, which was
agreed by EPA. However, EPA requested that
a letter is to be written by EPL to seek approval
from EPA for construction to continue in the
location of the kiosks if this is ultimately
required.
Mr. Asare expressed concerns about the
danger of possible explosions from leaks while
vendors are situated on the lines. Mr. Yeboah
answered that EPL should would work with
TDC and communicate with the EPA Tema
office to coordinate the process of relocating
vendors in the event that kiosks are required to
be moved.
The ESIA team enquired about pollution from
Aksa’s plant site. Mr. Yeboah said he was
aware that the plant is operating without
connection to the stacks and that there had
been actions taken already by EPA, with
further action still to be taken. He reported that
some companies have been shut down due to
such pollution issues. There are plans to look
at the airshed in that area (a strategic impact
assessment) as well as individual companies’
emissions.
Mr. Yeboah reported that the existing 225MW
Karpower ship is to be replaced by a 450MW
power ship. The 225MW ship is to be sent to
Takoradi when the new ship arrives at Tema.
The new ship dimensions are 100mx300m. It
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will run on HFO but can be switched to gas.
The ship is under construction in Istanbul and
will be completed by 15th July.
The ESIA team described the potential flood
risk at the THIA, specifically at the storm drain
crossing of Valco Road. He explained that
although drainage is the government’s
responsibility, important Project structures will
be appropriately raised above the ground.
The team also discussed the air quality issues
and expectation that there remain no
significant impacts from the project when
operating on LPG. It was discussed that DFO
modelling was being undertaken to look at
potential impacts in the event of disruption to
LPG fuel supply. The director noted this
information.
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Appendix B – Focus Groups
B1 – Summary of 2015 Focus Group Meetings
The main conclusions and findings of the focus group meetings are provided below. Two
project consultants were present at each meeting.
Focus group meeting with Tema Manhean Community (Tema Newtown) (3rd September
2015)
There were five community members in attendance at the meeting, including the Canoe
Beach Chief (male), an Assemblyman (male), a Christian (female), an industry worker (male)
and a youth representative (male). The feedback from the members within the focus group
meeting was generally positive. Members welcomed the employment opportunities that would
be made available by the project and recognised the need for the project to help generate
power in order to revive industries which have been adversely affected or shut down due to
the energy crisis.
The members raised the following concerns regarding the project:


The methods by which those affected by the project would be compensated;



The potential for the generation of pollution (particularly air emissions) and the associated
health and safety implications.

Response:
The members were advised that the assessment work was being undertaken in order to
address these issues by ensuring that all project affected parties are appropriately
compensated and that the potential environmental, health and safety impacts of the project
can be managed and mitigated to safe levels.
Focus Group Meeting with Members of Communities 4, 7 and 9 (4th September 2015).
There were six community members in attendance at the meeting including assembly men,
group leaders and industrial representatives and a female attendee who worked for Beige
Capital in human resources.
The feedback from the community was generally positive as members recognised how the
project may boost economic activity and in turn help to improve the livelihoods of local people.
The members raised the following concerns and recommendations for the project:
It was advised that lessons should be learnt from conflicts between local people and the
authorities in the development of the Asogli Power Project where it was felt that promises to
local people were not fulfilled. Community members were concerned that similar unfulfilled
expectations may arise during the development of this project and wanted reassurance that
there would be a thorough community and stakeholder engagement process, management of
community expectation and delivery of promises made to local people. In addition the
following concerns were discussed:
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The security of the proposed pipeline was questioned. It was recommended that additional
security measures be put in place to protect against theft and vandalism. It was requested
that additional security measures are deployed in the TOR area.



The overall safety of the project was questioned and it was requested that a fire station be
located within the project area.



Measures to ensure the preferential employment of local people were requested. It was
recommended at a quota of jobs be specifically allocated to local people during the
construction phase.



It was requested that the developer’s Corporate and Social Responsibility (CSR) to the
local community was adhered to during the operational phase of the project.

Response:
The community was assured that this meeting is part of the targeted stakeholder engagement
process for the project. This process is intended to include all potentially affected
communities and will consider the feedback given in project development. It was also
conveyed that safety, employment, and other community related concerns shall be
appropriately addressed in the ESIA.
Focus Group Meeting with members from the Kpone-Katamanso Community (4th
September 2015).
The feedback from the discussions was positive as members recognised the potential for the
project to bring employment and improved access to power and electricity to the Kpone
community.
The concerns raised were regarding the safety measures to be put in place, particularly in the
construction phase of the project.
Response:
It was confirmed that the safety concerns for both the construction and operational phases of
the project shall be addressed in the ESIA.
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B2 – Proceedings from the 2017 Focus Group Representatives Meeting
INSERT ESIA APPENDIX INTO FINAL DOCUMENT
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Appendix C –Kiosk/Road Vendor and Farmer Engagement and
Consultation
C1 – Summary of Road Vendor / Kiosk Engagement and Consultation
During the socio-economic survey of the project development area, 5 people were located in
vendor / kiosks in the area of the tank farm and along / adjacent to the proposed pipeline
routes.
The information gathered on each person during the engagement process is provided below.
Table C-1 - Summary of Road Vendor / Kiosk Engagement and Consultation
Occupant (kiosks
1-5 and farmers 15)

Summary of findings

K1

Key information obtained during the interview with K1:

31-year old male



K1 is a lottery agent working from a kiosk of area 4m located
on the premises of the Tema Oil Refinery.



K1 does not live in the kiosk. He rents a parcel of land and
lives in accommodation he built himself on this land.



K1 migrated in 2005 from Anloga in the Volta Region to his
current settlement in search of a job and has worked here for
the last 8 months.



The land owner is unknown to K1 and has not come to claim
the land.



The lotto business is seasonal, with most trade during the dry
season. Business is lowest during the rainy season and
holidays.



The majority of customers are workers from the TOR.



Earning are an average minimum of 100 Ghana cedis per day.
Maximum earnings are 150 Ghana cedis per day. 70% of
Noble ’s income is 30% of weekly sales with the remainder
given to the lottery organisation for payment of taxes to the
TMA.



K1 is not a beneficiary of any training or income from any
governmental or non-governmental organization.



K1 had no prior knowledge of the Ghana Bridge Project
proposal and expressed his concern at the challenge of
finding a new site to place the kiosk and how relocation would
affect his business.

2

Response:
K1 was assured that this meeting is part of the targeted
stakeholder engagement process for the project. This process is
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Occupant (kiosks
1-5 and farmers 15)

Summary of findings

intended to address all potentially affected parties and will include
appropriate compensation for these effects. These and other
community related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in
the ESIA and any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for
the project.

K2

Key information obtained during the interview with K2:


K2 inhabits and works from a kiosk selling general provisions
(e.g. biscuits, soft drinks, chalk, toffees and sachet water).



He has been working and living here for a year after acquiring
the shop from a friend.



The land is owned by a private individual to whom K2 pays a
weekly charge of 5 Ghana cedis in rent. No receipt is provided
for this rent.



In addition to the kiosk, K2 also owns a metal tent, three
wooden benches and a table. He does not have access to
electricity, water and toilet facilities.



The majority of business comes from workers on weekdays.
Business is slow during holidays and on weekends. Sales
increase during the dry season.



K2 earns an average daily profit of 8 Ghana cedis from his
shop and has no access to any other source of income. He
assists some of his nieces and nephews with an amount of
fifty Ghana cedis every month and spends about 5 Ghana
cedis on food for himself.



K2 had heard that the Ghana Bridge Project would be taking
place, but did not know the details. He expressed his concern
regarding potential relocation of his shop and feared he may
have to abandon his shop altogether if it cannot be relocated.
He also expressed concern that items may be damaged
during relocation.

33-year old male

Response:
K2 was assured that this meeting is part of the targeted
stakeholder engagement process for the project. This process is
intended to address all potentially affected parties and will include
appropriate compensation for these effects. These and other
community related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in
the ESIA and any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for
the project.
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Occupant (kiosks
1-5 and farmers 15)

Summary of findings

K3

Key information obtained during the interview with K3:

33-year old female



K3 has worked for 6 years selling banku and soft drinks on the
TOR power enclave.



She does not own the land but has permission of the
landowner to operate the business and does not pay any rent
or tax to do so.



K3 makes a profit of 50 Ghana cedis per day after she has
paid an allowance of 10 Ghana cedis per day to her sister who
helps out with the business.



The majority of customers are the TOR workers. Business is
seasonal and is best when there is high activity in the area.



The kiosk does not have electricity, water and toilet facilities.
Water is obtained from pipes from Western World Company.



K3 has heard rumours of the project but had not been
provided with any detailed information. She is concerned
about the potential to relocate her business.

Response:
K3 was assured that this meeting is part of the targeted
stakeholder engagement process for the project. This process is
intended to address all potentially affected parties and will include
appropriate compensation for these effects. These and other
community related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in
the ESIA and any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for
the project.

K4

Key information obtained during the interview with K4:


K4 is self-employed with four employees. He owns a chain of
businesses and has operated since 2003.



The land on which the business operated is the property of the
Tema Development Corporation (TDC) of which he is taxed an
amount of two hundred and fifty Ghana cedis (250gh) to both
the Tema Municipal Assembly and TDC annually.



The location of the business is crucial to its success as most
of the sales are from people passing by.



The business has access to water and electricity.



K4 lives with his wife and family in Tema. He relayed that his
wife is the primary breadwinner and his income is used for
philanthropical works.

45-year old male
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Occupant (kiosks
1-5 and farmers 15)

Summary of findings


K4 was unaware of the Ghana Bridge project and expressed
resentment and concern on how the project would affect his
business and his employees. He requested that due
compensations should be paid to the eligible project-affected
persons and that necessary relocation plans are devised for
these people. The resettlement should provide compensation
for any taxes incurred as a result of the change in location and
land ownership.

Response:
K4 was assured that this meeting is part of the targeted
stakeholder engagement process for the project. This process is
intended to address all potentially affected parties and will include
appropriate compensation for these effects. These and other
community related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in
the ESIA and any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for
the project.
K5

Key information obtained during the interview with K5:

44-year old female



K5 owns a small food joint selling banku, fufu, rice and akple.
She has been in business for the past 4 years with one
employee who earns 200 Ghana cedis per month.



K5 is the first lady to have been allowed on the premises of
Tema to operate her food joint.



The land on which K5 operated her business is officially
owned by GLICO. This land was given to K5 by GLICO to
enable her to operate her business.



The business does not have any access to water, electricity of
toilet facilities. Water is retrieved from pipes from Amandi
Energy. Water is disposed into the main gutter running in front
of her food joint.



The business is not as lucrative as it has been in the past. On
average K5 earns a profit of 600 Ghana cedis per month.



The business requires an environmental licence which costs
250 Ghana cedis and is renewed every 5 years.



K5 lives with her husband and 3 children in a house in Tema.
She pays 5400 Ghana cedis on her youngest daughter’s
eduation.



K5 had no prior knowledge of the project and was positive
about the developments. She expects the project to help her
businesses as new workers would increase the numbers of
customers. She expressed concern that business would
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Occupant (kiosks
1-5 and farmers 15)

Summary of findings

decrease again on completion of construction.
Response:
K5 was assured that this meeting is part of the targeted
stakeholder engagement process for the project. This process is
intended to address all potentially affected parties and will include
appropriate compensation for these effects. These and other
community related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in
the ESIA and any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for
the project.

F1
20-year old male

F1 was interviewed in May 2016. Key information obtained during
the interview included:


He was not aware of the project is and is currently farming the
Stage 2 Power Plant Site.



He hails from the Northern Region of Ghana, but presently
lives alone at Tema Community 10. The closest relative he
has is a brother, who lives in Accra.



At the time of the visit, F1 had cultivated green pepper, maize,
onions and some okro on the site.



According to F1, he is a welder by trade, but went into smallscale farming because he cannot afford tools for his welding
business.

Response:
A basic description of the project was explained to F1 and it was
explained that this resettlement process is intended to address all
potentially affected parties and will include appropriate
compensation for these effects. These and other community
related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in the ESIA and
any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for the project.
F2 30-year old male

F2 was interviewed in October 2016. Key information obtained
during the interview included:


F2 is married with 2 children.



He grows maize, okro, omon and oloo.



This year has not been a good one for him in terms of crop
yield because rainfall was not sufficient.



He is familiar with the proposed project and has been
consulted on it before. He is concerned about finding another
area to farm.
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Occupant (kiosks
1-5 and farmers 15)

Summary of findings

Response:
A basic description of the project was explained to F2 and it was
explained that this resettlement process is intended to address all
potentially affected parties and will include appropriate
compensation for these effects. These and other community
related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in the ESIA and
any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for the project.
F3 31-year old male

F3 was interviewed in October 2016. Key information obtained
during the interview included:


He is a father of 3 and works primarily as a farmer.



He lives in Tema.



He grows onions and green pepper for sale and maize for
personal use.



His wife and children were hospitalised for malaria earlier in
the year.



He is familiar with the proposed project and has been
consulted on it before. He is concerned about finding other
land to farm.

Response:
A basic description of the project was explained to F3 and it was
explained that this resettlement process is intended to address all
potentially affected parties and will include appropriate
compensation for these effects. These and other community
related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in the ESIA and
any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for the project.
F4 29-year old male

F4 was interviewed in October 2016. Key information obtained
during the interview included:


He is a father of four.



He grows onions and green peppers, which his brother sells
for him.



He only recently learned about the project and is concerned
about how it will affect his income.

Response:
A basic description of the project was explained to F4 and it was
explained that this resettlement process is intended to address all
potentially affected parties and will include appropriate
compensation for these effects. These and other community
related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in the ESIA and
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Occupant (kiosks
1-5 and farmers 15)

Summary of findings

any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for the project.
F5
32-year
female

old

F5 was interviewed in October 2016. Key information obtained
during the interview included:


F5 is a petty-trader with 4 children who lives nearby.



Her main source of income is farming. She grows plantain and
okro.



She is familiar with the proposed project and has been
consulted on it twice already.



She is concerned about how it will affect her income.

Response:
A basic description of the project was explained to F5 and it was
explained that this resettlement process is intended to address all
potentially affected parties and will include appropriate
compensation for these effects. These and other community
related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in the ESIA and
any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for the project.
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Figure C1:Images of some of the structures on the proposed development site.

Figure C2: Images of the crops on the proposed development site.
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C2 – Summary of Road Vendor / Kiosk Engagement and Consultation (2017)
Since completion of the initial ARAP for Stage 1 of the project and its implementation, at least
one new kiosk has set up opposite the PPS1 site entrance, within the Stage 2 / PPS2 land.
Another has set up on the left side of the tank farm site entrance, outside of the project
footprint. There are also several kiosks that have recently located on the road reserve
between the PPS2 site and the tank farm site (on the opposite side of the road to the tank
farm site). These kiosks have all located in the project vicinity after the original baseline
surveys and cut-off date from the Stage 1 ARAP was established and are therefore not
considered to be the direct responsibility of EPL. EPL maintains ongoing communication with
these kiosks and have informed them that they will need to move from their current location
prior to construction.
In addition to these developments, a new residential dwelling has been identified
approximately 200m east, between the Top Archive and Glas Brown Company facilities during
2017 survey work. This dwelling is not within the project footprint and was not identified during
previous project phases as it is newly established. However, the dwelling could be impacted
by operational noise of up to 60 dBA during Stage 1a per the results of the project noise.
Whilst EPL is not obliged to resettle these dwellings, they will continue to engage with the
residents during the Stage 2 ARAP to share information on the likely project-related noise
levels and the project timeline. Options for further support for the noise affected property may
be considered by EPL depending upon the outcome of the initial consultations.
EPL may also, depending on discussions, provide further support in finalising the movement
of the newly developed kiosks within the project footprint. In particular, EPL is considering
helping to relocate the kiosk on the Stage 2 land, opposite the Stage 1 site entrance for safety
reasons and in to deter other kiosks moving into the area.
In addition, given the influx of informal kiosk businesses in the project vicinity, EPL may
consider Corporate Social Responsibility Initiatives that address this issue including additional
resettlement and community organising programs to address the safety and planning issues
for the community along Valco Road. To this end, interviews were conducted with all the kiosk
owners on the south side of Valco road that are at present avoided by the design.
For the current project design, in addition to the above impacted parties there was also some
farmland identified in Power Plant Site 2 (PPS2), a 10-bedroom residence scheduled to be
relocated by the land owner(s) prior to project construction in PPS2, two kiosks/businesses in
PPS2, and some additional kiosks (up to 5) located along the new pipeline route, close to
where it crosses to the south side of Valco Road, opposite Sentuo Steel.
Engagement conducted with these parties consisted of one to one interviews of 40-50 local
petty traders and farmers. A basic description of the project was explained to each party and
it was explained that community related concerns shall be appropriately addressed in the
ESIA and any relocation or livelihood restoration planning for the project. Many of the vendors
sold fuel, some auto related goods and some sold food. There was also a lotto kiosk and a
farmer in the area. Most parties had not heard about the project. Many of the kiosks along
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Valco Road expressed concern about past and future relocation from other similar project
infrastructure in the area.
Further ongoing consultation will be conducted with and parties directly or indirectly affected
parties. A Stage 2 ARAP is currently commencing to address any resettlement associated with
Stage 2.
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